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Scheibner Tamás

A Rockefeller-jelentés

1956-os magyar menekültek Bécsben amerikai szemszögből

Az 1956-os forradalom világszerte érdeklődést keltett,1 és széles körben indultak szolida-
ritási akciók a magyar menekültek és a válságos helyzetbe került otthon maradottak meg-
segítése érdekében. A független nemzetközi segélyszervezetek rendkívül fontos szerepet 
játszottak a magyarországi helyzet pontosabb felderítésében, az emberbarát társadalmi 
energiák becsatornázásában, továbbá a segélyakciók koordinálásban és finanszírozásában. 
Az NGO-k többségének tevékenysége elsősorban a mindennapi élet fenntartásához szük-
séges eszközök és javak (például élelem, orvosság, ruházat) biztosítására irányult, de a Ma-
gyarországot különösen nagy számban elhagyó diákok és értelmiségiek más típusú, hosz-
szabb távú segítségre szorultak. Míg a képzetlen és képzett kétkezi munkaerőt a befogadó 
társadalmak könnyebben integrálták, az orvosok és egészségügyi dolgozók, egyetemi ok-
tatók és kutatók, illetve a művészek megfelelő elhelyezése gondosabb előkészítést igényelt, 
a diákok közül pedig sokan tanulmányaik folytatását nem tudták önerőből megoldani. Az 
amerikai Rockefeller Alapítvány az egyik első civil szervezet volt, amely reagált a helyzetre 
és céljaival összhangban annak lehetőségét kereste, miként tudná elérni, hogy a nehéz kö-
rülmények közepette ne kallódjanak el azok a Magyarországról elmenekülő tehetségek és 
vezető tudósok,2 akik egyszer hozzájárulhatnak az egyetemes jólét eléréséhez. Mindeddig 
meglehetősen kevés figyelmet kapott,3 hogy az alapítvány 1964-ig tartó programjai révén 
a diák és értelmiségi menekültek egyik legnagyvonalúbb támogatója volt, ösztöndíjai és 
közvetett támogatása segítségével több ezren tudtak továbbtanulni, állást találni és be-
illeszkedni a befogadó országokban. 

A Rockefeller Alapítványt 1913-ban jegyezték be a Standard Oil tulajdonosa, idő-
sebb John D. Rockefeller kezdeményezésére és ifjabb John D. Rockefeller elnökletével, 
azzal a kimondott és tágra szabott céllal, hogy az emberiség jólétét szolgálja az adott 
lehetőségek mellett. A  forradalom idején, 1952-től Dean Rusk töltötte be az elnöki 

1  A felkelésről mint globális médiaeseményről lásd például Rainer, 2016.
2  Megjegyzendő, nem csupán magyar nemzetiségű menekültekről van szó: például az akkor más-más 

okokból hazánkban tartózkodó görögök, észak-koreaiak és más nemzetiségűek közül is voltak, akik ekkor 
Nyugatra távoztak. 

3  A releváns publikációkban alig (vagy egyáltalán nem) található nyoma a Rockefeller Alapítványnak. Lásd 
például Granville, 2006; Lénárt, 2012; Niessen, 2016a; Murber, 2016. A CEU-n Marsha Siefert 
és Rév István vezetésével 2011-ben született egy szakdolgozat a témában Laura-Ann Gousha tollából. Az 
Egyesült Államokba érkező magyar diákok támogatásáról: Hidas, 2010; Deák, 2016; Balogh, 2016; 
Niessen, 2016b; Pastor, 2016; Sheridan, 2016. A Rockefeller Alapítványról csak Balogh, Deák és 
Sheridan tett említést. A  Congress for Cultural Freedom közvetítésével támogatott Philharmonica 
Hunga rica talán a legismertebb 1956 utáni Rockefeller-akció: Szőke, 2006. 
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tisztséget, mely pozíciót 1961-ben az Egyesült Államok egyik legmagasabb kormányza-
ti funkciójára cserélt: ekkor Kennedy hívására a külügy vezetője lett (Secretary of State). 
Az alapítvány részéről öt kulcsszereplőt kell kiemelnünk, akik a legtöbbet tették a me-
nekültek boldogulása érdekében. Az alább közölt, hosszabb időszak eseményeit össze-
foglaló jelentést az alapítvány párizsi irodájának vezetője, John Maier jegyzi, akit – érte-
sülve a menekülthullám nyomán Ausztriában kialakult krízisről – 1956 novemberében 
Bécsbe irányítottak. Közép-Európa nem volt ismeretlen terep az alapítvány számára, 
hiszen a két világháború között jelentős mértékben támogatta Magyarországon és az 
egész régióban a közegészségügyet és a természettudományos kutatást, különös tekin-
tettel az orvostudományra.4 Maier orvoskutatóként főként az utóbbi területen tevé-
keny professzorokkal tartott jó kapcsolatot, és Bécsbe érkezve tőlük szerzett először 
értesüléseket, mígnem december 8-án az alapítvány New York-i központjából meg nem 
érkezett a bölcsészettudományokért felelős igazgatóhelyettesek egyike, Edward D’Arms, 
majd december 12-én Dean Rusk, az alapítvány elnöke. Ugyan Ruskot az Alapítvány 
globális érdekeltsége miatt más ügyek más földrészekre szólították, januárban újra láto-
gatást tett Bécsben, míg Maier és D’Arms hosszabb időre az osztrák fővárosban maradt. 
New Yorkban a mezőgazdasági programokat felügyelő Robert P. Burden, valamint a bio-
lógiai és orvostudományi vonalon otthonos Gerard R. Pomerat szervezték a segélyak-
ciót és tájékoztatták az alapítvány felügyelőbizottságát (Board of Trustees), melynek jó-
váhagyása kellett a támogatások kiutalásához. Pomerat szenvedélyes kiállása a magyar 
ügy mellett különösen sokat nyomott a latban a New York-i központban és jelentős 
szerepet játszott abban, hogy a vezetőség kiemelkedően nagy figyelmet fordított a ma-
gyar menekültekre. Az első nagyobb arányú intézkedéscsomagot a felügyelőbizottság 
1956. december 5-én fogadta el,5 amelyet éveken át újabbak követtek, így az alapítvány 
által nyújtott segély mértéke összesen mintegy hárommillió dollárra rúgott.6 Ennek 
csaknem felét (1,45 millió dollárt) 1956 utolsó hónapjában és 1957 folyamán bocsátották 
a támogatott intézmények rendelkezésére. Ez utóbbi pénzösszeg vetélkedett azzal, amit 
1957-ben az alapítvány világméretű éves ösztöndíjprogramjára fordított.7

A Rockefeller Alapítvány képviselőinek gondosan mérlegelniük kellett, hogy a sok-
féle igény közül melyeket részesítsék előnyben. Ezt nemcsak az alapítvány filozófiája 
határozta meg, hanem az is, hogy egyéb civil és állami szervezetek milyen típusú segély-
akciókat kezdeményeztek. Ezért és információcsere céljából folyamatosan egyeztettek 
más alapítványokkal –  elsősorban az igen aktív Ford Alapítvánnyal  – és az amerikai 

4  Palló, 2000; Palló, 2002; Weindling, 1993; Page, 2002.
5  A második kiutalásról december 28-án született határozat, amely az elsőhöz hasonlóan hatszázezer dol-

lárról szólt: Appropriations RF 56181 and RF 56206. Lásd Flora M. Rhind: Minutes of the Executive  
Committee Special Meeting of December 28, 1956, RAC, Rockefeller Foundation Records, RG 1.2, 
Series 750, FA#387, Box 1, Folder 13. A felügyelőbizottság elkötelezettségét mutatja, hogy az ülésre ké-
szülő Pomerat csak kétszázezer dollár megítélésére számított. Vö. Gerard R. Pomerat John Maiernek, 
[New York], 1956. november 29., RAC, Rockefeller Foundation Records, RG 1.2, Series 750, FA#387, 
Box 1, Folder 14.

6  The Rockefeller Foundation Annual Report, 1963, 92.
7  The Rockefeller Foundation Annual Report, 1957, 272. 
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kormányzat szerveivel. A támogatás preferenciáit az alapítvány vezető tisztviselői már 
1956. november végén meglehetősen világossá tették. Egyrészt az alapítvány elvei azt 
diktálták, hogy ne általános segélyt nyújtson,8 amelyre egy sor más szervezet (elsősor-
ban a Nemzetközi Vöröskereszt) szakosodott, hanem kiterjedt kapcsolati hálójára tá-
maszkodva az egészségügy és a tudomány területén biztosítson lehetőséget az újrakez-
déshez az arra érdemesek számára. Másrészt, a Ford Alapítvánnyal egyetértésben arra 
törekedtek, hogy az Ausztriába özönlő diákok lehetőleg helyben vagy más európai or-
szágban folytathassák tanulmányaikat.9 Mivel a Ford Alapítvány vállalta a diákok 
nyugat- európai taníttatását, a Rockefeller Alapítvány forrásait Ausztriára összpontosí-
totta. Harmadrészt igyekeztek ügyelni arra, hogy a politikamentesség látszatát a lehető-
ségekhez képest fenntartsák. Ezek a vezérelvek azonban nem voltak kőbe vésve, csupán 
prioritásokat jeleztek: mindig az adott helyzet és kontextus döntötte el, hogy tettre 
szánja-e el magát az alapítvány.

Az alapítvány a segélyprogramon belül a támogatás háromféle alaptípusát külön-
böztette meg:10 a diákoknak, valamint a posztdoktori kutatóknak juttatott ösztöndíjak 
mellett (Program of Emergency Aid in the Arts and Sciences for Hungarian Refugees 
– Project 1 & 2) a menekültprogramba bevont intézmények járulékos és rezsiköltségeit 
is fedezték (Aid to Cooperating Educational Institutions – Project 3). A szervezet a 
legnagyobb tapasztalattal azon ösztöndíjak terén rendelkezett, amelyeket a tudomá-
nyos pályájukat már megalapozott kutatóknak szántak: ebből a kategóriából azonban 
viszonylag keveset osztottak ki, mert a legtöbben – különösen az orvostudomány terü-
letén – könnyen utat találtak az Egyesült Államokba vagy máshova. A doktori címmel 
rendelkezők közül elsőként a későbbi tudományfilozófus Lakatos Imre, a menekültek 
koordinálásban aktív szerepet vállaló kutatóorvos Sinkovics József és a jogászprofesszor 
Váli Ferenc kapott Rockefeller-ösztöndíjat. Az ő példájuk is mutatja, hogy ennek a ka-
tegóriának a képviselői végső soron szabadon választhatták meg a célországot, ahol te-
vékenységüket folytatni szerették volna.

Az ösztöndíjasok másik – jóval népesebb – csoportját a diákok képezték, akik több-
nyire egy felsőoktatási intézmény közvetítésével szereztek ösztöndíjat. Az elsőként ki-
utalt nagy összegű Rockefeller-támogatások tizenhárom osztrák egyetem és főiskola 
által kiosztott ösztöndíjak fedezeteként szolgáltak. John Maier jelentéséből főként en-
nek a gyorssegélynek a történetét követhetjük nyomon. A diákok helyben tartása a leg-
inkább költséghatékony megoldásnak mutatkozott, melyet az Ausztriába érkezők jelen-
tős része örömmel fogadott, ugyanis sokan bíztak abban, hogy a magyar kormányzat 
végül elfogadható politikai kompromisszumra jut a szovjet vezetéssel és visszatérhetnek 
Magyarországra. Amint a jelentésből látható, a program megvalósítása ennek ellenére 
nem volt egyszerű, hiszen Ausztria nem sokkal korábban elért semleges státuszát 

 8  [Dean Rusk:] The President’s Review 1956, In: The Rockefeller Foundation Annual Report, 1956, 16–17. 
 9  Feljegyzés Dean Rusk és Shepard Stone telefonbeszélgetéséről, 1956. november 30., RAC, Rockefeller 

Foundation Records, RG 1.2, Series 750, FA#387, Box 1, Folder 14.
10  Feljegyzés 1956. december 4-én, New Yorkban, RAC, Rockefeller Foundation Records, RG 1.2, Series 

750, FA#387, Box 1, Folder 14.
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veszélyez tette a magyar menekülteknek nyújtott segítség. A Rockefeller Alapítvány szá-
mára így különösen súlyos dilemmát jelentett, hogy milyen mértékben működjön 
együtt az Egyesült Államok kormányzati szerveivel, illetve milyen támogatási igényeket 
elégíthet ki. Igyekeztek elkerülni a provokációt. Két atomfizikus ösztöndíját például a 
politikai kockázat miatt nem finanszírozták,11 és ezért nem fedezték a soproni Erdő-
mérnöki Főiskola St. Wolfgangban tervezett újraalapítását sem, amely így egy amerikai 
pénzből létrehozott külföldi egyetem lett volna egy semleges ország területén.12 A Bad 
Iselsbergben alapított magyar középiskola felállítása azonban egy holland civil társaság 
közvetítésével történt, így azt már elfogadhatónak tartották.13 Bár az ösztöndíjasok ki-
válogatásakor a minőségi szempont kezdettől szerepelt a megfontolások közt, az első 
félév során az alapítvány nem erőltette ennek érvényesítését, elismerve, hogy az adott 
válsághelyzetben nehéz differenciálni a diákok közt. 1957 közepétől azonban már arra 
sarkallták az intézményvezetőket, hogy a leggyengébben teljesítő, órákra nem járó diá-
koktól vonják meg az ösztöndíjat, ami meg is történt.14 Külön figyelmet fordítottak vi-
szont arra, hogy a középiskolás diákok ne csak érettségit szerezhessenek, hanem lehetőség 
szerint – ha szándékukban állt és teljesítették az ezzel járó követelményeket – továbbta-
nulásuk is biztosítva legyen.15 Nemcsak attól tartottak ugyanis, hogy egyébként a már 
befektetett támogatás kárba vész, hanem attól is, hogy lehetőségek híján a diákok eset-
leg visszatérnek Magyarországra, s ezt a „keleti blokk” felhasználhatta volna politikai 
propagandacélokra.16 A  hosszú kifutású segélyprogramnak köszönhetően annak 
1964. évi befejezésekor mindössze néhány tucat ösztöndíjas diák nem szerzett diplo-
mát.17 Az ilyen hosszú időn át egyes személyek számára juttatott ösztöndíjas támogatás 
a Rockefeller Alapítvány addigi történetében ismeretlen volt.

Noha az alapítvány közvetítő intézmények révén az Ausztriában továbbtanuló több 
mint hatszáz diáknak nyújtotta messze a legnagyobb segítséget, az Amerikába érkezők 
beilleszkedését is jelentős összegekkel támogatta. Míg november végén a viszonylag ala-
csony befogadási kvóta sem indokolta hazai program indítását, a helyzetet megváltoz-
tatta, hogy Eisenhower 1956. december 1-jén 6200-ról 21 500 főre emelte azt – végül 
az Egyesült Államok több mint 44 ezer magyar és más nemzetiségű magyar országi me-

11  Gerard R. Pomerat John Maiernek, radiogram, RAC, Rockefeller Foundation Records, RG 1.2, Series 
750, FA#387, Box 1, Folder 14. Az ösztöndíjasok kiválasztásába egyébként nem szólt bele az alapítvány, 
attól tudatosan távol tartotta magát.

12  A kart végül Sopron Division névvel a kanadai University of British Columbia fogadta be. Roller, 
2001; Madokoro, 2008, 253–278.

13  The Rockefeller Foundation Annual Report, 1956, 17.
14  Emergency Aid for Hungarian Refugees, April 5, 1961, RAC, Rockefeller Foundation Records, RG 1.2, 

Series 750, FA#387, Box 1, Folder 13.
15  Lásd például Emergency Aid for Hungarian Refugees, April 1, 1959, RAC, Rockefeller Foundation 

Records, RG 1.2, Series 750, FA#387, Box 1, Folder 13.
16  Feljegyzés 1956. december 1-ről P. Q. 3. rövidítéssel, RAC, Rockefeller Foundation Records, RG 1.2, 

Series 750, FA#387, Box 1, Folder 14. A menekültválság nyugati propagandisztikus felhasználásáról lásd 
Kecskés D., 2010.

17  Hungarian Refugee Scholarship Program, May 16, 1963, RAC, Rockefeller Foundation Records, 
RG 1.2, Series 750, FA#387, Box 1, Folder 13.
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nekültet engedett az országba.18 A határok megnyitásával párhuzamosan a Rockefeller 
Alapítvány is növelte aktivitását, amit a diákok kiválasztásával és koordinálásával foglal-
kozó World University Service és az Institute for International Education javára kiutalt 
összegek is jeleznek.19 Az amerikai egyetemek számos ösztöndíjprogramot nyitottak a 
magyarok számára, csakhogy utóbbiak túlnyomó többsége nem vagy rosszul beszélt 
idegen nyelveket, így ezen a téren sürgős beavatkozásra volt szükség. A legnagyobb an-
gol nyelvoktatási és orientációs programokat az ezen a téren már tapasztalattal rendel-
kező Bard College és a St. Michael’s College indította, s emellett mintegy 15 kisebb 
felkészítő kurzus indult különféle intézményekben a Rockefeller Alapítvány társfinan-
szírozásával.20 Az Egyesült Államokba érkező tudósok és magasan kvalifikált szakembe-
rek elhelyezésében pedig a National Academy of Sciences és az Eisen hower által létre-
hozott President’s Committee for Hungarian Refugee Relief játszotta a főszerepet, 
azonban utóbbi támogatása a közvetlen politikai kötődés miatt éles vitát váltott ki a 
Rockefeller Alapítvány vezetőségén belül is.21

Az alábbi forrásrészletet az alapítvány magánlevéltárának, a New Yorkhoz közeli 
Sleepy Hollowban működő Rockefeller Archive Centernek gyűjteményéből választot-
tam, mely csak apró töredéke az 1956-os menekültekre vonatkozó több ezer oldalra 
rúgó anyagnak.22 Egy ekkora forrásegyüttes mélyebb elemzése e rövid bevezető kereté-
ben nem lehetséges, erre másutt fogok sort keríteni. Azt azonban érdemes előrebocsáta-
ni, hogy az 1956-os magyar menekültek hatékony megsegítése nem lett volna lehetsé-
ges, illetve jóval nehezebb lett volna az 1930-as és 1940-es évek közép-európai 
menekülthullámai nélkül, amelyek során a Rockefeller Alapítvány számottevő tapasz-
talatot szerzett a menekültek kezelése és elhelyezése terén. A  forradalom és a mene-
kültkrízis olyan helyzetben érte az alapítványt, amikor a politikai-diplomáciai viszo-
nyok változásaira reagálva épp a kapcsolatok újrafelvételét tűzték napirendre, amihez 
– nem meglepő – Lengyelországban kezdtek hozzá. A korábbi emigránsok és Rockefeller- 
ösztöndíjasok kulcsszerepet játszottak mind ebben a folyamatban, mind a menekültek-
nek nyújtott segítség szervezésében. John Maier közlésre kiválasztott jelentése kompakt 
összefoglalását nyújtja annak a folyamatnak, ahogy a segélyakciók megindultak, napról 
napra követhetők az alapítvány, más segélyszervezetek, az osztrák felsőoktatási vezetők 
és kormányzati képviselők, illetve a menekültek tevékenysége, véleménye, kezdeménye-
zései. A forrásból mindössze két kivágást eszközöltem, melyek helyét szögletes zárójelbe 
zárt három pont jelzi. A nem közölt részekben Maier hosszasan részletezi a korábban 
részben Rockefeller-pénzből felszerelt bécsi orvosi laboratóriumok helyzetét. Ennek 

18  A vitatott adatok áttekintését nyújtja: Deák, 2016, 399.
19  The Rockefeller Foundation Annual Report, 1957.
20  Roucek, 1958.
21  Warren Weaver Gerrard R. Pomeratnak, 1957. január 7., RAC, Rockefeller Foundation Records, 

RG 1.2, Series 100 International – Series 253 Washington, FA#387a, Box 80, Folder 681.
22  A források tanulmányozását az RAC kutatói ösztöndíja segítette. Köszönettel tartozom a Center munka-

társai közül mindenekelőtt szakmai referensemnek, Lee Hiltziknek, valamint Jack Meyersnek és James 
Allen Smith-nek. Sonia Geba kutatási asszisztens jegyzetei hasznos kiindulási pontot jelentettek. 
Horváth Sándornak és Péteri Györgynek szíves támogatásukért vagyok hálás. 
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csupán annyi köze van a magyar menekültekhez, hogy a bécsi orvosok felhasználták az 
alapítvány képviselőivel való kapcsolattartást arra is, hogy segítséget kérjenek laborató-
riumaik további fejlesztéséhez. Így a menekültválság ahhoz is hozzájárulhatott, hogy az 
osztrák orvostudomány továbbra is az élvonalban tudott maradni, nemcsak a beáramló 
képzett orvosok, kutatók és nővérek, hanem a laboratóriumok felújítása miatt is. 

Rusk alapítványi elnöknek január 11–12-én Maier társaságában Budapestre is sike-
rült eljutnia: a forrás erről a kirándulásról is beszámol, érzékletes leírását nyújtva a for-
radalom utáni Magyarországnak. A Rockefeller Alapítvány harmadik világhoz szokott 
képviselői, bár az általános szegénységet lesújtónak, a magyarországi egészségügyi hely-
zetet kielégítőnek találták. 1957 folyamán rendre felvetődött, hogy az országon belül is 
próbáljanak segélyakciót szervezni – talán a Vöröskereszt közvetítésével, amely a nyu-
gati szervezetek közül egyedüliként kapott engedélyt magyarországi tevékenységre –, 
ez azonban egy 2500 dollár értékű, orvosi könyvekből álló segélyen kívül nem konkre-
tizálódott.23 Attól tartottak, hogy a modern orvosi felszerelés meg se fog porosodni 
Budapesten, hanem egyből továbbvándorol a Szovjetunióba. 

A segélyprogram során a Rockefeller Alapítvány számos olyan magyar kutatóra szá-
míthatott, akik korábban – a két világháború között vagy a háború után – maguk is 
tudományos ösztöndíjak kedvezményezettjei voltak. A Magyarországon maradt tudó-
soktól információkat igyekezett szerezni, míg az Egyesült Államokba települt orvosok 
és kutatók közül sokan idejüket és energiájukat nem kímélve kapcsolódtak be, hogy 
Magyarország elhagyására kényszerült (egykori) honfitársaik érdekében szakértelmük-
kel, nyelvismeretükkel támogatást nyújtsanak az alapítványnak. Bár utóbbiak távozása 
a sokadik súlyos veszteség volt a huszadik század során, a nemzetközi civil szervezetek 
által újra és újra kialakított kapcsolati hálók kiemelkedő fontossággal bírtak abból a 
szempontból, hogy viszonylag széles látókörű és a demokratikus gondolkodásra nyitot-
tabb értelmiségi körök és műhelyek alakulhassanak ki a diktatúra alatt. Az 1956-os me-
nekültek megsegítése révén a Rockefeller Alapítvány és más amerikai filantróp szerve-
zetek olyan hely ismeretre és kapcsolati tőkére tettek szert, amely később a hidegháború 
enyhülésével lehetőséget biztosított a blokkokon átívelő tudományos együttműködé-
sek felélesztésére. Ez pedig végső soron az államszocializmus lebontásához járult hozzá.

23  Dean Rusk a Felügyelőbizottságnak, New York, 1956. december 12., RAC, Rockefeller Foundation 
Re cords, RG 1.2, Series 750, FA#387, Box 1, Folder 14; The Rockefeller Foundation Annual Report, 1957.
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Forrás

John Maier, a Rockefeller Alapítvány bécsi küldöttjének jelentése  
a magyarországi helyzetről  

az alapítvány New York-i központja és a Felügyelőbizottság részére

Párizs, 1957. március 15.
Dr. John Maier: Vienna Reports, Rockefeller Archive Center, 

Rockefeller Foundation Records, Record Group 1.2, Series 750, FA#387, Box 3, 
Folder 23

Vienna Reports
by Dr. John Maier
November 27, 1956–February 15, 1957

Report of Visit to Vienna by Dr. John Maier
Beginning Tuesday, November 27, 1956

Seen on November 27 and 28 were:
1. U. S. Embassy and U.S.I.S.

Mr. Jack Fleischer, Public Affairs Officer, U.S.I.S.
Mr. Angelo Eagon, Cultural Affairs Officer, U.S.I.S.
Mr. Ribinus, U. S. Embassy

2. University of Vienna
Professor Franz Brücke, p[ast]. f[ellow]., Professor of Pharmacology, who gave 
me about six hours for discussion of the Hungarian problem

3. Austrian government
Dr. Alfred Haider, Ballplatz 2, Wien I, private secretary to the Austrian 
Chancellor (letter of introduction from his close friend, Dr. F. Cocron, H 
fellow who is Austrian cultural attache to Paris) who sent me to:
Dr. Heissmanseder, Minoritenplatz 5, private secretary to the Minister of 
Education, Dr. Heinrich Drimmel. The latter was tied up with officers of state 
all day, and H. referred me to: 
Dr. Hener, (or Heuer) head of the governmental committee dealing with 
Hungarian student problems, 
Dr. Finder, assigned to liaison with national and international student 
organizations, and 
Dr. Hafner, Ministry of Education official, who acted as interpreter for a two-
hour meeting. 
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4. Hochschulerschaft (Austrian student organisation, Kolingasse 19) 
Mr. Johannes Kleeman of the Hochschulerschaft and secretary of the Austrian 
branch of World University Service 
Mr. Hans Dall (Danish) of the Co-ordinating Secretariat, National Union of 
Students (C.O.S.E.C., Leiden, Netherlands) 
Mr. Thorvald Stoltenberg (Norwegian), World University Service (W.U.S. 
hereinafter), Geneva (13 rue Calvin) 
Mr. Michael Iovenko (American), W.U.S., Geneva 
Mr. Clive Grey (American), National Student Association and on American 
committee for W.U.S. 

Not seen were: 

1. Mr. Barrett McGurn, N. Y. Herald Tribune correspondent and personal 
friend in Rome and Paris, recently holed up in U. S. Legation, Budapest (left 
morning of November 27 for Belgrade).
2. Dr. Faust (sic), local head of International Rescue Committee (I.R.C.), 
whose office was such a chaos of Hungarian students that, after deliberating by 
myself for 45 minutes after sending in my card, I concluded that there would be 
little help here. 
3. Frau A. M. Schaemminger, Austro-American Institute of Education (ill, 
expected back at end of week). 
4. Mr. Otto Molden (name given by U. S. Embassy), secretary of local 
Hungarian Relief Committee, brother of an editorial writer from Die Presse 
who has been recently in Budapest. He refers student problems to the 
Hochschülerschaft, which therefore substituted. 
5. Mr. Scherfig Jensen (W. U.S. representative in Vienna mentioned in GRP’s 
cable 26 November); is actually secretary of Danish W.U.S. committee, was 
here on temporary basis and has returned to Copenhagen, being replaced by 
Geneva W.U.S. representative, Mr. Stoltenberg. 
6. Congress for Cultural Freedom representative Mr. Thorberg (suggested by 
I.R.C. board members in Paris, cf. letter of 26 November to RSM), who works 
through Hochschülerschaft and would doubtless have nothing to add to story 
obtained from them. 
7. Dr. Weikert, cultural affairs chief in the Ministry of Education, to whom 
Dr. C had given me a letter of introduction. He would certainly have referred 
me to Dr. Hener, but Dr. Haider shortstopped this, and Hener took over the 
letter. 

A synthesis of information obtained from the above sources very close to the problem 
is as follows. 

1. Austria is a sad, worried, and anxious nation today – as, indeed, are we all. To be 
sure, there is no hiding place down here, and a citizen in Paris is no better off in the last 
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analysis than a citizen in N.Y.C. But Austria, with her new-found and much rejoiced-in 
freedom is infinitely more vulnerable to a little war, or even a cold war. On 4 November, 
when the Russian tanks left their Hungarian garages (20th century equivalent of the 
unsheathing of the sword), there was grave anxiety here that they would keep right on 
going across the border, where there was nothing to stop them. This acute anxiety has 
now subsided, and it is now considered that there will not be a war over Hungary. 
Nevertheless, the menace is there, and this must be considered when reflecting on 
Austrian attitudes to the refugee problem. It is believed certain that Russia will cause as 
much trouble as possible over this problem. Accordingly, the dilemma before the 
government is to reconcile humanitarian impulses with the clear necessity to remain 
within the bounds of international law. This, I am told, requires that a refugee who has 
taken part in armed rebellion or belligerent action be interned in the country to which 
he goes. The Austrian government has interpreted this to include only those short-
sighted individuals who walked across the border carrying arms. Certainly, many more 
were involved, but these were allowed to go free, and it is here that difficulty is 
anticipated. The Russians have already charged that Austria was the nerve center of the 
“Fascist” uprising, and that arms were sent to Budapest in Red Cross ambulances. 
Clearly, Austria would have gone to any lengths to see that this did not happen, in view 
of her vulnerable position. Professor Brücke24 had an interesting story which is worth 
repeating because it deals with personal, and not newspaper, experience. One of his 
departmental assistants, who works part-time for a drug firm, had for this reason been 
helping to collect medicines for Budapest, and was assisting with the loading of a Red 
Cross plane at the Vienna airport. A man came up with a sub-machine gun which he 
begged to be allowed to load on the plane. This was refused, and he was turned away. 
Almost simultaneously, there was observed at the periphery of the crowd of onlookers, 
a little man with a camera. Further reflection brought to the suspicious western mind 
the nasty thought that all this was a plan, and that it might have been useful to certain 
circles, as the current phraseology goes, to have a photograph of weapons being loaded 
on a Red Cross plane at the Vienna airport. 

2. The Ungarnflüchtlinge (it sounds much more sympathetic, much more conscious 
of all the sacrifice involved, than our harsh word “refugees,” which has even a pejorative 
sense to the ear); Who are they? How many? Where from? Where can they go?

As of six p.m., 28 November, there are, according to various estimates, between 
85–90,000. There will be 100,000 by the time you have this letter. They are still arriving, 
although one of the three major crossing points was closed today. Arriving in diminished 
numbers, to be sure – 3,000 crossed yesterday, as against a daily average of 6,000 for the 
several days preceding. No one knows, or can tell, whether the tide will stop, or increase, 
or how long it will continue. Austria has, I believe, a population of 7 million. Think of 
the economic and social strain of caring for even 100,000 destitute flüchtlinge, and 

24  Franz Theodor von Brücke (1908–1970), lipcsei születésű orvos, farmakológus, a Bécsi Egyetem orvos-
tudományi karának professzora, korábbi dékánja.
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what this means to the Austrian economy, just beginning to recover from the war and 
the occupation. Fifty cents a day per person, let us say, to feed and house them, at a 
minimum and temporarily. A  major burden, even given the aid of the multitude of 
relief organizations at work. The Austrian government is desperate, and beginning to 
feel that the West – and particularly the U. S., for whom they are carrying the ball – is 
not contributing in proportion to its capabilities. Do we realize the extent of the 
problem? The European edition of the Herald Tribune for 27 November gives more 
space to the Olympic games and the death of T. Dorsey25 than to the Hungarian 
question. One reads also that Mr. Eisenhower has gone to Georgia for a vacation. But, 
let me relieve this tale of desperation by a story, which, alas, touches the nadir of 
international understanding. Professor Brücke, for some wholly obscure reason – it is 
really quite unlike him – is a member of the Vienna Lion’s Club,26 no less. The European 
chapters – or whatever the affiliates of this body are called – responded magnificently 
to the emergency, Sweden, for example, sending a ten tons truck loaded with medical 
supplies. Someone thought of the U. S., and it fell to Brücke, as one who spoke fluent 
English, to telephone Chicago to inquire about the possibility of aid from the parent 
organization. The disembodied voice in Chicago, so far from the edge of the Curtain, 
asked in amazement – “But why? We have no clubs in Hungary!”

The Ungarnflüchtlinge – one sees them on the streets at all hours of the day and in 
all parts of the city where I  have been, and it is a strangely moving sight. Singly, in 
groups of two or three, or larger groups of ten or so, one feels that one can recognize 
them, even when they are not wearing the red, green, and white cockade which, one 
hopes, may someday equal in significance for the West the tricolor ribbon of 1793. 
I don’t know why they are so conspicuous. In reflecting on this, I would say that the 
salient characteristics (on the streets of central Vienna) are pride, reserve, a grave and 
somber air, and enormous dignity, as befits those who have sacrificed greatly for a 
principle. One hears that these are, in fact, features of the Magyar character. Quiet, 
sober to the point of decorousness, far better behaved, alas, than the American soldiers 
one sees in Europe, most of them young (about 20–25) with an occasional middle-aged 
person and a rare family with children, they are far more Western in appearance than 
I would have expected, although I don’t know why I should have thought otherwise. 
They are surprisingly decently dressed and quite unlike other refugee groups I  have 
seen. A young doctor now in Brücke’s department was polite without being familiar, 
asking no favors, expecting no pity or sympathy – perhaps like a topnotch American 
student, sure of himself and his performance, taking an important oral examination. 
Dressed in his best jacket carried out of Hungary, whipcord breeches, and ski boots, he 
was cleaner shaven, better manicured, and whiter-shirted than I. A small point – but it 
sets the tone! (Unlike a Hungarian, who I  am sure would never feel called upon to 

25  Tommey Dorsey (1905–1956), amerikai jazztrombitás.
26  A Lions Club International amerikai eredetű segélyszervezet-hálózat, melynek célja jótékonysági akciók 

szervezése.
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apologize for a point of this kind, I am compelled to add that my shirt is dacron, and 
thus hard to wash). Another surprising point, and one which I  believe is of great 
significance, is the uniformly and extraordinarily good physical development of these 
young people one sees on the streets. Not only is there no evidence of recent malnutrition 
to be found in the average general appearance, but it seems evident that nutrition was 
at least adequate during infancy and childhood. I  interpret this as meaning that the 
economic system was able to provide the basic necessities of life. Thus, this was no 
revolution against starvation, no rebellion of economic man, but a pure ideological 
uprising in defense of the things of the spirit.

John Maier 

P. S. Well, like a soap opera, I break off here without having gotten to any of the things 
you really want to know. I thought this background detail might help. It is 2 a.m. and 
I  have a full day today (Thursday). Guarantee another, more germane, instalment 
Thursday night, which you should have Monday. 

Preliminary conclusion is nothing doing here at officer level, small scale, or at this 
moment – situation still too confused. Subject to results today’s interviews, am 
tentatively planning return Paris week end. Please acknowledge this by cable to Paris. 

J. M.

*

Who are the refugees? The best answer is that nobody knows in any certain way. The 
situation is still too chaotic, too confused, too fluid. Some have already left for other 
western countries. Others are still pouring in across the border, the net change so far 
being a progressive increase. This little country, never strong on organization, is literally 
drowned in flüchtlinge, and it requires the most Herculean effort on the part of 
everybody concerned, including all the international refugee organizations, just to keep 
them housed and fed, with the ceaseless attempt to keep a registry. The impression is 
that the great majority are young. This is interesting – the Communist indoctrination 
has not been as successful as that claimed by the Jesuits. Old people are rare, and families 
with children a small proportion. Most are real refugees. Some – a fair number – are 
persons swept up in a lemming-like migration; these were not forced to leave for reasons 
of security, and may well return home at the first opportunity. An example is a girl now 
at the Anatomical Institute, who came across to find two friends and warn them that 
they were on the proscribed list (at the first outbreak of revolt in Budapest, the 
Hungarian Army passed out arms freely to all those who came asking for them. When 
it seemed that the uprising had been successful and that the Russians were withdrawing, 
the arms were called back, and many complied. Then on November 4 when the Russian 
nutcracker was applied and fighting broke out anew, arms were again handed out, 
against a list of names of persons receiving them. These lists are in the hands of the 
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Russians, and form the basis for deportation). Undoubtedly, there are among the mass 
a few genuine Communist agents sent over to make what they can of the situation. 

It appears certain that university teachers and similar senior personnel, who might 
form the basis for a refugee scholar program, or whom we might aid to reestablish 
themselves elsewhere through travel grants or fellowships, are rare. There is clearly no 
point in looking for these needles in the haystack of the camps or the refugee 
organizations in the present chaotic state of affairs. One should suppose that a senior 
scholar who emigrated would at the first opportunity establish contact with the 
University of Vienna, and that it would be here that one would find them. There is 
evidence for this belief in the fact that a handful of young university graduates have 
already done so, such as Dr. Antony in Brücke’s lab who came here directly without 
even going through a refugee camp. Brücke knew of no teachers who had come to the 
medical faculty, nor did several colleagues whom he called. He also spoke to the rectors 
at Vienna and Innsbruck, who knew of no cases in medical or other faculties as yet. The 
World University Service had seen a list in their registry of ten teachers from Budapest, 
three of whom had already gone to West Germany. They did not know what fields were 
represented, but will investigate and let me know. They have offers from Canada and 
England for several professors, but have not been able to find any. The Ministry of 
Education knows of no teachers, excepting 32 members of the faculty of the Technical 
High School at Sopron, near the border (Austrian name Ödenburg). This school of 
forestry and mines emigrated en masse, 60–65% of faculty and students (290 of the 
latter, not including 1–200 who were interned at Sitzenheim because they were carrying 
arms) coming across. The Ministry situated them at Ried am Wolfgangsee, near 
St. Wolfgang in the Salzkammergut, and this is the university to which RSM referred. 
They are housed and fed; the Ministry has provided teaching furniture, and USIS27 told 
me with great satisfaction that they had sent a load of books, including Time, Life, 
Newsweek, Saturday Evening Post and Was Ist Amerika. The usefulness of these is 
dubious, since the Ministry, which has kept close contact with the group, says that only 
10 per cent of the 300-odd speak German, and none English. My own observations on 
this minuscule effort on the part of USIS indicated that tremendous exertions on the 
part of a half dozen officials were required. In the meantime, the School of Forestry and 
Mines is burning to get going, and, being a highly organized and most militant group 
which was in the forefront of the revolt (67 students in the last year of the course had 
to be interned for bringing arms with them), is causing an enormous headache for the 
Austrian government.

There remain the students. The best estimate is that there are at present about 2,000 
of these, including both university and technical high school students, and a few 
gymnasium graduates who want to enter university but were unable to do so in Hungary, 
where, a year ago, higher education was prohibited for scions of non-workers. W.U.S. 

27  United States Information Service (hivatalosan: Agency), az amerikai külügyminsztérium (State De-
partment) által 1953 és 1999 között működtetett szervezet.
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and the Coordinating Secretariat of the International Union of Students28 are 
collaborating as a clearing house to maintain a register of all students, and all other 
agencies, such as I.R.C.29 and Caritas (Austrian Catholic Welfare Agency)30 cooperate 
in sending students to the Hochschulerschaft to register. 2,000 have been registered 
thus far. Some have already left for other countries, but this decrease is probably 
balanced by a lag period in referrals from other agencies, and delay in finding students 
in camps (just today, a student came in from a 25-mile walk to announce the presence 
of a group of 57 in an abandoned building somewhere). An educated guess is that the 
final total maybe around 3,000, subject of course, to the duration of this tidal wawe, 
which no one can estimate. 

What is being done about them? W.U.S. and affiliated organizations are doing a 
tremendous job in raising funds for scholarships through 40 national committees. 
Thus, in the U.S., W.U.S., I.R.C., and I.I.E. (Fulbright)31 are pooling funds and have 
promised 200 scholarships. France has promised 600 places and already has funds for 
300. Switzerland has funds for 100 and is working on a second hundred; Scandinavia 
15 from each country, which probably will be increased; Belgium 70; U.K. 150; 
Netherlands 50. The scholarships guarantee tuition, living costs, and language study. 
Travel costs to the country are met by a special intergovernmental committee for aid to 
the refugees. The above figures may well be increased when the magnitude of the 
problem is known and with time. It is considered probable that there may be as many as 
1,500 not taken care of, and who will remain in Austria. It is here that GRP was 
clairvoyant. As far as W.U.S. and C.O.S.E.C.32 are concerned – and these are the 
organisations doing most for the students and in the best position to know – the 
students remaining in Austria represent the most important and biggest unsolved 
problem: all other problems relating to scholars are heading toward, or are susceptible 
of, solution. Austria is not covered by W. U. S. effort. When this country is straining its 
every resource to take care of 100,000 refugees, even with all the help it can get from 
outside, it can hardly be asked to put up funds for university scholarships. 

What is the nature of this hard-core residual problem? Everyone tells me that many, 
perhaps a majority, of the students want to remain in Austria and do not wish to go 
elsewhere. The announced reason for this is that they expect another political change 
for the better in Hungary in the not-distant future, and they want to be near at hand so 
that they can easily return when a national communist government is established, or 
the Russians leave. They may well be too optimistic – if so, realization of this will come 

28  Az International Union of Students diákszervezeteket tömörítő nemzetközi civil szervezet irányító szerve. 
29  International Rescue Committee, 1933-ban alapított globális segélyszolgálat.
30  A Caritas katolikus segélyszervezet osztrák fiókszervezete.
31  Institute for International Education, az Egyesült Államok diák- és oktatócserével foglalkozó szervezete, 

mely a Fulbright Alapítvány ösztöndíjait is kezeli.
32  Coordinating Secretariat of National Union of Students, az International Student Conference (ISC) 

által felállított szervezet, amely az ötvenes évek elején az International Union of Students kommunista 
befolyástól mentes alternatívájaként állt fel.
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later and they can then emigrate again after a year or two; if not, their presence here 
whence they can easily return home will certainly be the best thing for Hungary. Then 
there are historical ties and family connections here in some cases. The few who speak a 
foreign language know German – the 10% figure given for Sopron is undoubtedly 
higher than the average since this town is so close to the border. Perhaps 5% of the 
general run speak German; almost none English or French. (Russian was taught in the 
schools, but apparently they have simply refused to study it). 

A number of sources agreed that a minimum monthly stipend for board, room and 
tuition (this is small) for a single student would be 1,500 schillings per month, 2,000 
would be preferable. Student homes are full and the refugees would have to board in 
private homes. The higher figure would be $80 per month x 12 x 1,500 students – 
roughly 1.5 million. We should not consider subsidizing so many, for the following 
reasons: 

1. We might thus decrease the number who would re-emigrate and thus add to 
Austria’s problems.

2. We would run the risk of serious overcrowding of the universities. 
3. The Ministry of Education, with the timidity of the civil servant, literally trembles 

with terror at the idea. They insist that room can be found for only 200 in the 14 
institutions of higher learning (3 universities, music and fine arts academies, and 
technical high schools – all of equal rank with the universities) under the Ministry. The 
reason for this is political. Too many Hungarian students would form a bloc, militant 
and tending toward political agitation. This would bring on an outcry from Russia, 
which might charge that Austria was no longer neutral, and bring her into extreme 
peril. The Ministry shudders before the St. Wolfgang forestry and mining school for 
this reason, and regards it as the most urgent problem, especially as the school is arguing 
that it be maintained as a separate institution, which is clearly impossible. 

We should therefore be conservative. In any case, of the potential 1,500, many 
would be found not to satisfy the entrance requirements, and the universities could 
protect themselves and Austria by being as selective as they found necessary, both to 
avoid overcrowding and to meet this political objection. The universities can exercise 
selection in the case of foreign students, even when these have passed the secondary 
school matricula. The universities would be the deciding bodies in any case – they are 
quite independent of ministry jurisdiction and jealously guard this independence. 
Everyone to whom I  broached this subject as a possibility in the Vienna faculties 
(of science and medicine) jumped at the idea. Brücke discussed it informally with the 
rector,33 who was enthusiastic. (I  agreed with GRP’s suggestion that it would be 
preferable not to approach the rector personally at this stage). 

Accordingly, my most urgent recommendation would be: 
1. If we are going to do anything, this is the biggest and most important unmet 

need, the biggest service to Hungary, to Austria (we must think also of this reverse aids 

33  Johann Schima (1894–1979), jogtudós, a Bécsi Egyetem rektora 1956/57-ben. 
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of the coin) to the students, and to the West. We can’t afford to lose this battle. I need 
not dilate on this. This is the only form of help not being provided, and impossible of 
solution from other sources. 

2. I  would suggest an immediate appropriation (or authorization) (we can’t wait 
until April) of up to $250–300,000 for stipends to bona fide refugee students of 
Hungarian nationality and birth who emigrated after November 1, 1956, and who are 
regularly inscribed in an Austrian university, for living costs and tuition at a rate of 
about 2,000 schilligs per month, rescindable by the University for unsatisfactory 
performance. Selection by the University would involve, according to Brücke, academic 
qualification and political record, such as reasons for emigrating. These funds to be 
released at discretion of officers, which would give us time for further explorations with 
universities, and would at the same time free funds for students already at work (the 
medical faculty has already enrolled 20, who have no source of support as yet and are 
living in refugee camps). We could thus continue to sound out the problem; possibly 
further funds would be required the first year; possibly far less would be needed. A real 
estimate is not feasible at this time. To avoid dissatisfaction among Austrian and foreign 
students, the University would surely be economical with stipends. 

3. We must recognize that, if we accept this responsibility, this cannot be a one-year 
program. It may need to go on for as long as six years, to take care of those just entering 
the university. Presumably the financial scale would be a diminishing one – some would 
graduate, some would re-emigrate, some would return home – in the favorable political 
event, most of them. In the meantime, we would be helping to avert chaos and despair 
and contributing to increasing their value to Hungary – or elsewhere. 

4. We should include under eligible organizations not only the three formally 
named universities, but also ten of the eleven other Hochschulwesen listed on the 
attached printed page. These are all of equal academic status, require the same entrance 
criteria, and are public organizations under the Ministry of Education. I  specifically 
exclude the Catholic Theological Faculty at Salzburg. Some of my best friends are 
Catholics, but Austria’s biggest internal political problem is the constant struggle 
between the evenly matched Catholic and Social Democratic Parties. We cannot give 
the appearance of supporting one side in this struggle. (A major gaffe perpetrated today 
by our accident-prone State Department was the posting of two signs in the American 
Consulate for the refugees. One said that all students must register with Caritas – the 
Austrian Catholic Welfare Agency. The other added that agnostics could also register at 
the Int[ernational]. Rescue Comm[ittee]. – the private nonsectarian American group.) 

This procedure would not only spread the load among more institutions, but would 
broaden the program interest. The two distinguished schools of music are particularly 
appealing. W.U.S. registered a considerable number of music students. (Incidentally, are 
musicians and artists refugee scholars? We have the conductor and 100 members of the 
Budapest Symphony, the prima ballerina and conductor of the Budapest State Opera. 
But this is an international game, and they should certainly find help with relative ease). 
The school of mines and the school of agriculture could take many of the St. Wolfgang 
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students and thus ease the worries of the Ministry, which are politically speaking not 
unjustified. There will remain a considerable excess of forestry students who can not be 
taken care of in Vienna, there being only 20 places for about 190 students. Does JGH 
know where to place 170-odd Hungarian-speaking forestry students? 

A second problem is quite similar, but smaller. The arguments are the same, and the 
procedure would be identical. This deals with young graduates who have their doctorates, 
want to stay in Austria for the time being, but are not yet of refugee scholar status. 
A number of these have turned up at various institutes (pharmacology, chemistry, and 
bacteriology, for example) asking for work. These institutes have room for them, would 
be glad to try them out as research hands, but have no salaries to give them. Accordingly, 
I recommend:

1. A similar authorization of $25–50,000, for one year, under the same terms and 
for the same reasons, for stipends of postdoctoral assistants at a rate of 2,500–4,000 
schillings per month, depending on experience, ability, and family status (one already 
known has wife and children with him). This would give them added experience and 
time to look around. 

A  third problem is related, but not urgent and can be taken up along our usual 
channels. We should recognize, whether or not we carry through with any of the above, 
that Austria is in a very real sense carrying the ball for us, and that the Austrian universities 
and their staffs will have their resources strained to the utmost with this additional burden. 
I therefore recommend, and I will try to follow through with this for our own program, 
that we lower our quality sights somewhat for Austria and be somewhat more liberal with 
grants in aid than we have been recently. This may be morale-building, may give a feeling 
of Western solidarity and support, and will help to protect the economic gains of the last 
few years, which are now in jeopardy.

*

To be Attached to JMaier’s Report dated 27 November, 1956:
[list of Austrian universities]
Universität Wien (Alma Mater Rudolphina), Wien I, Dr. Karl Lueger Ring 1
Karl-Franzens-Universität, Graz, Universtätplatz
Leopold-Franzens-Universität, Innsbruck, Innrain 52
Technische Hochschule Wien, Wien IV, Karlsplatz 13
Technische Hochschule Graz, Graz, Rechbauerstrasse 12
Katolisch-Theologische Fakultät, Salzburg, Universitätzplatz
Montanistische Hochschule, Leoben
Tierartzliche Hochschule, Wien III, Linke Bahngasse 11
Hochschule für Welthandel, Wien XIX, Franz-Klein-Gasse 1
Akademie für Musik und Darstellende Kunst, Wien III, Lothringerstr. 18
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Akademie für Musik und Darstellende Kunst „Mozarteum“, Salzburg, Schwarzstrasse 
26
Akademie der Bildenden Künste, Wien I, Schillerplatz 3
Akademie für Angewandte Kunst, Wien I, Stubenring 3
Hochscule für Bodenkultur, Wien XVIII, Gregor Mendl-Strasse 33

Further Report (No. 3.) of Vienna Visit by J. Maier for November 29 and 30, 1956
Seen were:
Frau Berta Karlik, Institute for Radium Research, Boltzmangasse 3, Vienna IX.
Prof. Felix Mainx, Institute of General Biology, Schwarzpanierstrasse 17.
Professor Franz Brücke, Pharmacological Institute, Wahringerstrasse 13a.
Prof. Hofriter, Institute of Mathematics, Boltzmangasse.
Prof. R. Bieling, Institute of Hygiene, Kinderspitalgasse 15, Dean of Medical Faculty.
Prof. F. Wessely, II Chemical Institute, Währingerstrasse 38.
Mr. Michael Iovenko, W.U.S. (c/o Hochschulerschaft, Kolingasse 19.)
Prof. Hans Hoff, Neuro-Psychiatric Clinic, Lazarettgasse 14.
Doz. Friedrich Ehrendorfer, Botanical Institute, Rennweg 14.
Doz. (Frau) Woess, Botanical Institute
Dr. Reichert, Austro-American Institute of Education, Operngasse 4 (Frau 
Schaemminger still ill).

By the end of report no. 2, which I hope you will have Monday morning, the dust 
had settled to the point where it became clear that the overriding needs from any point 
of view (Hungary, Austria, the West and the individuals concerned), and the needs 
which stood no chance of being met elsewhere, were:

1. Stipends for refugee students in Austrian universities and Hochschule. This on as 
large a scale as we care to make it.

2. Stipends for Hungarian graduates who wish to stay for a time in Austria, who can 
be used in institutes and clinics of the three Austrian universities, for whom such places 
could be found, and whose services would be useful.

The interviews reported here served only to confirm and strengthen these 
impressions, and added nothing new in the way of opportunities for the RF. The only 
significant modification of the position given in report no. 2 adds increased weight and 
importance to the proposal for graduate research assistants – local fellowships. There 
was a good deal of interest in this and it appeared that there may be more people 
involved than had seemed likely at first. Professor Hoff,34 for example, had seen yesterday 
a young biochemist working on hallucination-producing drugs. This is one of Hoff ’s 
major interests, and he has been trying for a long while to employ a biochemist in his 
clinic, but can’t get one because industry offers them five times the salary of a university 
assistant. I would therefore recommend an increase in the amount proposed for this 

34  Hans Hoff (1897–1969), osztrák pszichiáter, neurológus, a Bécsi Egyetem tanszékvezető professzora, 
korábban a Columbia Egyetem tanára.
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purpose in report no. 2, to $100,000, with no time limit to tie us down, since this could 
prove to be insufficient for the first year, during which they could be at productive work 
while looking around for permanent settlement. Hoff points out the mental health 
significance of this aspect from his experience as a refugee. The low point of his life 
came when he arrived in the U.S.35 and was a guest in the house of a millionaire near 
Chicago, where he had nothing to do but fish and as a consequence broke down.

It seems clear that a refugee scholar program is neither needed nor feasible at this 
time. The few of whom I have heard can certainly be taken care of by other means. The 
situation at the moment is so chaotic that it is difficult to find a way of establishing 
contact. Later, when things shake down, it may be possible to do something via 
fellowships or travel grants, but the present indications are that this will be on a small 
scale. (The peak may be past – there are reports today that the Russians are re-laying the 
minefields along the border.) Frau Karlik36 had heard of two nuclear physicist who 
arrived Wednesday at the Institute of Mathematics. They went there because of the 
presence of Prof. Szegő,37 a Hungarian who emigrated 20 years ago, is a professor of 
mathematics at Stanford, and is here on a visiting professorship. I cabled GRP, and at 
9:30 tonight received his cable declining interest. (A second cable clarified the W.U.S. 
grant.) Szegő can be reached at Schönborngasse 18, Vienna VIII, c/o Elyth. Prof. 
Wessely38 had seen one young teacher of chemistry, but he has already gone to America.

Hoff had just received a telephone call from a professor of medicine at Budapest, 
just arrived with his wife, a biochemist. He doesn’t know their names, and the only sure 
information seems to be that the wife at least intends to remain in Austria, and will be 
looking for a job here. She could thus be taken care of under point 2 above. 

One possibility emerged. It is summarized in the enclosed fellowship application 
blank. Dr. Sinkovics39 had just come that day to Bieling’s institute. He was assistant at 
the Central Institute of Hygiene at Budapest.40 Bieling had in his library S[inkovics]’s 
book published in 1956, Die Grundlagen der Virusforschung, which Bieling says 
covers all the recent Russian virus literature. He is going to the U.S. as soon as possible, 
where he hopes to work at the R.I. His own work is on tumor viruses. I  gave him 
fellowship blanks in the thought that we could use him as a trial run for an emergency 
fellowship program and that might be induced to work for a while with Max,41 where 
his knowledge of the Russian literature might be useful, especially as regards spring-
summer. He exemplifies all the difficulties of the present situation. The U.S. consulate 

35  Hoff az Anschlußt követően Irakba menekült, majd 1942-ben érkezett az Egyesült Államokba.
36  Berta Karlik (1904–1990), fizikus, a Bécsi Egyetem intézetigazgató professzora. 
37  Szegő Gábor (1895–1985), a Stanford Egyetem matematikaprofesszora.
38  Friedrich Wessely (1897–1967), osztrák vegyészprofesszor, a Bécsi Egyetem intézetigazgatója.
39  Sinkovics József ( Joseph G. Sinkovics, sz. 1924), kutatóorvos, rákkutató, 1950 és 1953 között politikai 

fogoly. Később, az emigrációban texasi és floridai kórházakban dolgozott, jelenleg Tampában él. 
40  Az Országos Közegészségügyi Intézet 1925-ben a Rockefeller Alapítvány anyagi támogatásával jött lét-

re, épülete a Gyáli út 2. szám alatt állt.
41  Max Theiler (1899–1972), dél-afrikai születésű Nobel-díjas kutatóorvos, a Rockefeller Alapítvány vírus-

kutató laborjának igazgatója.
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assured him that his visa will be through in 1–2 weeks, and that he will be sent to the 
US by air immediately thereafter. He asked how long it would be before he could expect 
to hear from us. I had no idea except that it would be as soon as possible. He definitely 
will not wait for us since he has no money, and apparently the most urgent reasons for 
getting away; if the Consulate comes through first, he will go on to N. Y. He makes a 
good impression and says he was not a Communist Party member. Another problem, 
and this was mentioned by many of the faculty, is that these people have been cut off for 
so long that there is no way to evaluate their work. Even in Vienna, no one has personal 
knowledge of what Hungarian research has been producing.

I would recommend going ahead with this, as a trial run and as an act of faith – even 
though we don’t know whether or not we will provide transportation for him, or 
whether he will turn up in New York on his own. He has a card to RSM and our address 
in New York and Paris, as does Bieling also. His medical examination will be filled out 
by the Consulate. Presumably his reasons for leaving were of the most urgent – since he 
left a mother, wife, and twin infants in Budapest. He speaks fluent German and a little 
English. I hope we can do this quickly.

I think that the major lines to follow are now clear. There seems little reason to stay 
longer at this stage, pending further discussions in New York. Accordingly, will return 
to Paris tomorrow – indeed, there are pressing reasons for doing so. I think that enough 
of the faculty has been alerted to our interest so that we will hear of any cases for whom 
fellowships would be applicable. I  can come back at any time this is thought to be 
desirable, and in the meantime, will keep in close touch with the situation here through 
our friends. It is worth noting that these have been a tower of strength and an enormous 
help, in spite of the small-scale of our Austrian program in recent years.

J. Maier – Vienna Report No. 4. December 1. 1956
I was at the airport this morning when the hotel telephoned your cable. Air France was 
willing to cancel my reservation and accordingly I  returned to the [Hotel] Kummer 
and will await an O.K. from New York before attempting to leave again. It didn’t seem 
worthwhile to go back to Paris for what remained of the weekend. Sent you enclosed 
cable. By Monday you should have 2 and possibly 3 reports, #2 being the substance. 

Sankt Wolfgang baffles me. I  detect a certain degree of interest in N. Y. in this 
subject, judging by the several references to it. I don’t know how much you know, e.g. 
whether it is 2/3 of a forestry and mining technical school. Certainly you don’t know 
that the Min[istry]. [of ] Educ[ation]. is blanched with fear when it is mentioned. 
I  have not been able to think of a single point of interest for us – perhaps I’m not 
imaginative enough! The students can be in part taken care of by a scholarship program 
– the Aust[rian]. School of Mines at Leobon has plenty of room, the Forestry School at 
Vienna can take only 20 extra students. The alternative, and I assume that we would not 
consider this, would, so far as I can see, mean making it possible for them to remain at 
Wolfgang. In effect, we would be underwriting all the cost of a new private (i.e. non-
governmental) school on Austrian territory. I  await with interest your letter and 
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response to my report in which this is discussed. It turns out if you do have all this 
background and are still interested, I will of course go there and look into it. For the 
moment I will assume that this is not so, in which case there is no point in going there 
now only to stir them up.

J. Maier – Vienna report No. 5. December 2&3, 1956 
Your letter of 29 November just arrived late this afternoon – slower than I would have 
expected. This gives me cause to worry about my report 1 & 2 which I had anticipated 
you would have Mon[day]. A. M., otherwise you would be wondering what I was doing. 
I was particularly hoped that you would have 1 & 2 simultaneously, since in 1 I gave 
only background which I  thought might be useful and then pooped out and didn’t 
finish 2, the substance, until Thurs[day]. night at 2. Incidentally, your security 
regulations broke down! RF seal on PB postmark plainly legible, although probably less 
conspicuous, alas, than my RF envelopes. List of fellows has not been off my person, in 
accordance with RSM’s instructions.

Events of these two days have in no way altered conclusions or situation reported in 
1 thru 4. To answer your specific questions:

1. Language facilities: Up to 5% German, virtually nothing else, among students. 
English, French and German doubtless common among older group, but very few 
representatives of this age.

2. General impression (groups handling refugees have clearly not been able as yet to 
start sorting out by disciplines) is that high proportion of students are engineering and 
various technical applied disciplines. Many students of mining engineering (non-
banking precious metal in Hungary). As would be expected in planned economy, most 
are students, not many recent graduates, handful of teachers older and older graduates. 
Many girl students – perhaps ¼. 

3. St.  Wolfgang – books no use unless in Hungarian. 10% speak German, none 
English. Suggest that we wait and see what is going to happen to group before 
considering lab[oratory]. and teaching equipment. Arrangements or negotiations 
underway to take care of students. E.g. Canada and Munich are negotiating for forestry 
students, I am told. The group also contacted a Swedish Professor here looking into aid, 
and asked about possibility of finishing education in Sweden. Prof. has referred request 
to government. Univ[ersity]. of Free Europe at Strasburg has 500 scholarships annually 
for Europe; they are considering reserving 100 for St. W. miners. Also these latter can 
be taken care of by Aust[rian]. School of Mines at Leobon. I  think this would be 
preferable to keeping them at St. W. – much better if they are assimilated. As I see it, the 
only way St. W. group can be kept intact is if we foot the bill. Who will pay salaries of 
teachers, heating, light, food, cooks, bursars, etc.? I am sure Austria will not, nor any 
international agency. I am convinced we should not.

4. Do not provide $100,000 fellowship money as in your antepenultimate paragraph, 
if this refers to advanced scholar types. Simply too few of these, and many agencies at 
work getting them out. They pop-up light corks in a whirlpool and disappear again. 
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Hoff ’s biochemist (young doctor) appeared at Hoff ’s Clinic, went away, and present 
information is that he is on way to U.S. with contract American drug firm, Sinkovics, 
for whom I sent fell[owship] blanks we may never see again – he may be off before we 
can take action. Or ditto, he may appear in your office! As of present moment, and 
unless radical change, there will be only a few fell[owships] in post-grad[uate]. category 
and these should be able to be taken care of through regular fell[owship] funds.

Saw Dr. D. Schlang, International Committee for Aid to Intellectuals, Steindelgasse 
2. He, too, is having trouble finding teachers and has asked WUS for help, and they see 
very few. Works with own funds (ICAI), Caritas, UN Refugee Office. Showed me 
letter from a Quaker group in London offering to place univ[ersity]. teachers (Friend 
Service Comm[ittee]. and Comm[ittee]. for Protection of Scientists and Intellectuals 
[which are thus differentiated!!]).42 Example given to show that this group seems 
adequately looked after by variety of organizations as of this moment. His org[anization] 
found funds to send Budapest prima ballerina and husband43 to St. Moritz for a little 
rest prior to settling in Zurich, under protection of M. Petitpierre, Pres[ident] of 
Switzerland.44 St. Moritz gambit far outclasses RF! Wish I  could dance. S[chlang]. 
showed me also list of intellectuals registered in his office – majority about 25 years and 
either still in univ[ersity] or recent graduates without other experience. Majority 
engineers of one variety or another. An occasional older clinician with what appeared 
to be specialist hospital appointments – 2 radiologist noted.

WUS registry now at 2,500 students. Found 300 at Graz, who had come across 
southern border, and a camp of about 200 near Italian border which was unknown 
previously; almost certainly no other large groups around. A  good number of these 
2,500 have already left. On present experience, WUS is planning to establish 6 camps 
Vienna; 6 Graz, for a total of 1,200 students who wish to remain in Austria or cannot 
be taken care of elsewhere. As pointed out previously, living and tuition costs for these 
are the problem. I enclose sheet giving tuition costs – these are for foreign students, and 
are 3 x those paid by Aust[rian] students. Indications are that Aust[rian]. univ[ersities] 
will accept tuition at local rates from refugees, hence 1/3 of printed figures, which are 
in schillings/semester, 2 semesters/year, 25 sch./U.S. $. Ministry action not required, 
faculties can make this decision themselves!

Saw Prof. Szegő, Stanford mathematician – well known in Budapest (invited to give 
lecture there in Oct[ober]. by H[ungarian]. Acad[emy].) and his presence here known 
to H[ungarian]. Univ[ersities]. In spite of this has seen only 3 scholars. Says is certain 
any H[ungarian] teachers of math[ematics] & phys[ics] would have found their way to 
him. One, a nuclear (neutron) physicist was young ass[istan]t. in Inst[itute] Bud[apest]. 

42  Az American Friends Service Committee-t eredetileg az 1. világháború civil áldozatainak megsegítésére 
hozták létre a kvékerek (Barátok Vallásos Társasága) 1917-ben. 

43  Esterházy Melinda (szül. Ottrubay, 1920–2014) korábbi balerináról és férjéről, V. Esterházy Pál herceg-
ről (1901–1989) van szó. A herceg 1949 és 1956 között börtönben raboskodott.

44  Max Petitpierre (1899–1994), politikus, a korban a svájci külpolitika meghatározó alakja.
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Seemed good and Schroedinger45 thought so, too. Has contacts at Brookhaven;46 wife 
also physicist. S[chrödinger] says slightly higher level than usual U.S. Ph.D. He has 
applied for U. S. visa and want to teach in univ[ersity] there. Also young math[emathician] 
from Bud[apest]. Univ[ersity]. Inst[itute]. who has completed essentially the Ph.D. 
Wants to go to England and British Council helping. Third, a math[ematical] 
philosopher (foundation mathematics), has essentially the Ph.D., not sure where he 
wants to go.

As you see, the story everywhere is consistent, and it all seems to add up.

J. Maier – Vienna Report No. 6. December 4 & 5, 1956
Situation remains about the same. The Hochschülerschaft (including WUS and 
COSEC) confirms in general the estimates which I gave in #5 as to the composition of 
the student group. They may at least half technical high school students (mostly 
engineering of various kinds), but a fair proportion of these were forced into these 
disciplines and would prefer to study something else. They estimate 15% girl students. 
They are trying to compile for me a list of professors and docents, but these continue 
scarcer than hen’s teeth. It turns out that the “ten professors” whom they mentioned 
having heard of, as reported earlier, were actually only one professor (of pedagogy) and 
nine uncertain types. A docent in pharmacology from Budapest (Dr. Haar) came to see 
Brücke and then disappeared but is expected to come back. B[rücke] knows the work 
of his professor and considers him good, curare man, which is one of B[rücke]’s 
specialties. In spite of this general dearth, on receiving GRP’s November 29 letter, 
I  decided that it might be worthwhile to have a fellowship allocation, on the 
understanding that this would not be large and might not be used. Cable to this effect. 
Some of these people might turn up asking for help in other European host countries 
over the next few months, and this could be a source of embarrassment to regular 
fellowship budget. If this did not get done, it is not at all important, as it still seems 
certain that the numbers will be very small – I  would guess possibly 10–12 at the 
highest maximum unless there is a really radical change.

I enclose another application as still a second good example of the kind of thing to 
expect. This is one of the three picked up by Professor Szegö, Stanford mathematician, 
previously reported on. Imre Lakatos,47 philosopher and mathematician, was docent in 
philosophy at Debrecen in 1948. Went to Moscow in 1949 for a year of study; was 
called back to Hungary and clapped into a concentration camp for four years because 
of “political activity against the state.” Was rehabilitated a year ago and allowed to 
resume studies. Wanted to “know math as a mathematician” – logics, etc. – and started 
for work for a doctoral degree in math, somewhat higher than our Ph.D. Was fellow of 
Institute of Mathematics of Hungarian Academy Science [!], he says somewhat higher 

45  Erwin Schrödinger (1887–1961), Nobel-díjas osztrák fizikus.
46  Brookhaven National Laboratory, az Egyesült Államok egyik vezető részecskefizikai kutatóhelye.
47  Lakatos Imre (1922–1974), filozófus, 1950 és 1953 között Recsken volt fogolytáborban. 
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position than university docent. Had given two lectures at Academy on academic 
freedom, and saw disrehabilitation looming with failure of revolution. Unwilling to 
spend more time in concentration camp and fled with wife48 and father-in-law (latter 
Andreas Pap,49 hybrid corn expert of Soviet Bloc, already invited to jobs in Austria and 
England). I[mre] L[akatos] says only three places in Europe where he can continue 
studies – Münster, Leyden and Cambridge (Prof. Braithwaite50 of philosophy), prefers 
latter. Has approached British Council, but they can’t help because their scholarships 
for refugees are at the undergraduate level. Szegő and Prof. Kraft51 of philosophy Vienna 
are now taking up cudgels on his behalf. I[mre] L[akatos] speaks quite good English 
and makes an extremely good impression, although it was clearly no point in my 
attempting to discuss his work or evaluate it. Wife also speaks fair English – is laureate 
in biology and genetics, but not allowed to do postgraduate work because her father 
was considered bourgeois and not worker. This certainly seems like a case that we might 
consider. Told him I had no idea whether we could do anything or not, nor how long it 
would take; if he first had an offer from the B[ritish] C[ouncil] or elsewhere, he should 
by all means grab it, and keep in touch with us. This he is quite prepared to do. He could 
not be taken care of by a postgraduate stipend here, since he says there is no one in this 
field in Vienna from whom he could learn. His math[emathician] colleague, also 
mentioned under previous interview with Szegő, has gone to Switzerland, although 
possibly not permanently.

Most of today spent with various professors and Rector Schima in discussion of 
details of proposed scholarship program (Project I  and II), acceptance of which was 
telephoned by GRP at 5 a.m. with advice to get cracking. Little difficult to arrange with 
no detailed information and presumably still at informal level without letter of 
notification, although appears definite enough – if I was fully awake when received call! 
Rector immensely cheered by news. I explained thinking. Estimated 400 scholarships 
for three universities and ten Hochschule (explained we could not have religious 
institutions, excluding thus Theology Salzburg – this did not trouble him in the least, he 
thought, there would be no candidates for there anyway). Rector University of Vienna is 
ex officio chairman of committee of all university rectors. He will write them asking. 
Will then hold meeting at which these estimates can be juggled and reconciled to 400 
figure. I presume we will then ask for usual letter from each rector requesting funds on 
basis of financial estimate. Chief difficulty – for university, not for us – is need to strike 
a balance between need for speed as morale-building factor in giving these young people 
work and hope, and undesirability of choosing all scholars at one fell swoop. Selection 
will be necessary, since number of candidates will probably be more than 400; university 
wishes to try to get best, and other well-qualified people may well appear at a later date, 
making it advisable to have some vacancies. I will also recommend flexibility in allocations 

48  Pap Éva, biológiatanár.
49  Pap Endre (1896–1991), agronómus, növénygenetikus.
50  Richard Bevan Braithwaite (1900–1990), angol filozófus.
51  Victor Kraft (1880–1975), osztrák filozófus, a Bécsi Kör tagja.
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– e.g. if one school has five fewer students than funds allocated, can be transferred to 
another. Note: rector suggests funds can be centralized in University of Vienna and 
disbursed to other schools from there, as alternative to thirteen separate grants. Does 
this hold any advantage for us? He clearly does not care which we do.

J. Maier – Vienna Report No. 7. December 14, 1956
I seem to have let you down in the matter of reporting – awaiting first EFD’s arrival and 
then DR’s made detailed reports seem less urgent than before the Trustees’ Meeting, 
especially since we have been so busy around seeing people that there was no time for 
anything else. Above all, our interviews did not turn up anything new as a basis for 
action, or modify in any significant way the action previously taken. It has been a great 
help having EFD here – I  had about run out of idea, and he, with the information 
which he brought, and the new contacts which he provided, has whipped us up again 
to renewed frenzied activity. In the meantime, EFD’s letter has covered recent events. 
Since starting this letter – at 12:45 a.m. December 16, EFD has found some new 
opportunities. 

First a few general comments:
1. I  assume (I  may have mentioned this before) that the grant to WUS-NY 

administrative expenses mentioned in your cable was for the administrative expenses of 
the Vienna operation, locally. If it was for administrative expenses of the NY group in 
connection with refugee programs, it would presumably not take care of the 
administrative expenses of the WUS International Genova group as regards the 
combined Vienna operation. In this latter event we should add to the $10,000 given for 
WUS-NY, a similar grant for WUS-Geneva. DR says that this can be done.

2. The difficulties reported by EFD in our discussion with the director of the 
University of Vienna do not in any sense mean a lack of acceptance on the part of the 
University of the proposal for scholarships. On the contrary, as EFD has pointed out, 
there is great good will and gratitude. The trouble arises solely from an antique and 
fuddy-muddy administrative system developed to perhaps a unique degree; a simple 
inability to visualize and grasp a problem. It seems fair to say that Austria is the land of 
mañana to a greater extent than in any country outside of our neighbors to the south. 
Or perhaps the problem is realized to be so overwhelming, immense, urgent, and recent 
that it has stupefied a placid, low-geared 19th-Century University administration. In 
any case, allocation will soon be arrived at. The group at the Ministry of Education 
seemed much quicker to grasp the indications of the problem, and was equally 
appreciative of the help offered by the RF program. The Ministry cannot accept outside 
funds in addition to its budget from Parliament, and hence was excluded as recipient of 
the grant. It seemed clear that the Ministry officials at charge of the refugee student 
problem would be lighting fires, or perhaps candles, under the Rector. 

3. I would like once again strongly to urge that the present situation offers great 
opportunities for the RF – not so much in what can be done in the immediate needs of 
the moment, but also over the long pull, when the tumult and shouting have died away, 
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as one hopes will be the case. The din and confusion will then subside.  People will start 
to think of other things. Emotional reactions arising from rage and the frustration of 
casual humanitarian impulses will no longer be activating forces. The residual problem 
here will remain, undiminished in extent, and no less in importance, because it will no 
longer be a matter of newspaper headlines. It will be then above all that the RF will be 
able to demonstrate the qualities of perseverance and staying power which are shared by 
few other organizations.

We talked to the followings, one or more occasions:
Professor F. Brücke (private address Linke Wienzeile 12, phone B 11-6-31)
Mr. [P. B.] Pearson, Ford Foundation. He telephoned at 1:00 a.m. on Monday, 

10  December, wanting information on the student situation; had been in Vienna 
12 days and was leaving at 6:00 a.m. Had a mass of detailed questions which I did not 
feel able to answer over the phone and hence referred him to RF-NY. He exhibited 
great interest in the Sopron group, probably due to the fact that his only source of 
information appeared to be the U. S. Embassy. Thought it only decent to warn him on 
this, since the London Telegraph52 had carried a dispatch on the University of British 
Columbia action.

Ambassador Llwellyn Thompson53 and Mr Ribinus,54 U. S. Embassy.
Rector J. Schima, and Dr. Molitsch, University Secretary, University of Vienna.
Dr. Marcel Faust55 and Mr. Joseph Buttinger,56 International Rescue Committee, at 

the former’s house, 19 Opernring.
Dr. Otto Molden,57 Wien XIX, Osterleitengasse 7, (phone B 17-5-10). A very brilliant 

person, head of the Austrian National Committee for Hungarian Refugees, Director of 
the Austrian College and founder of the Altbach Seminar.58 His Committee is supporting 
a dozen or so fellowships for individuals of marked creative ability, and he enters a plea for 
RF help to persons of this kind if selection procedures can be worked out.

Mr. [ Johannes] Kleeman of the Hochschülerschaft, and Mr. Stoltenberg59 and 
Mr.  Ritchie60 (a northern Irishman replacing Mr. Dall)61 of the WUS, which is now 
moving to the University main building. EFD’s impression of this group was as favorable 
as mine.

52  The Daily Telegraph, 1855-ben alapított brit napilap, az egyik legtekintélyesebb orgánum az Egyesült 
Királyságban.

53  Llwellyn E. Thompson, Jr (1904–1972), amerikai diplomata, 1952-től 1957-ig Ausztriában képviselte 
az Egyesült Államokat.

54  Az eredeti gépiraton a név mellett tintával írt kérdőjel található, valószínűleg elírás.
55  Marcel Faust, az International Rescue Committee bécsi fiókjának vezetője.
56  Joseph Buttinger (1906–1992), osztrák politikus, az Anschluß után az Egyesült Államokban telepedett 

le és segítette az International Rescue Committee munkáját.
57  Otto Molden (1918–2002), történész, újságíró, a Die Presse alapítója.
58  Molden 1945-ben alapította az Europäisches Forum Alpbach civil szervezetet, mely rendszeresen rendez 

tudományterületeken átívelő nemzetközi szemináriumokat.
59  Thorvald Stoltenberg (1931–2018), későbbi norvég politikus.
60  Cyril Ritchie, ír civil aktivista.
61  Hans Dall, dán diákmozgalmi aktivista.
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Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung: Dr. Nemschak62 and a young Hungarian 
economist, Dr. Balassa,63 who had written to NSB. He was leaving on tomorrow 
for the U.S. via Salzburg, where he expected to remain for a few days to prepare a report 
on the Hungarian economy for the U.S. Embassy. Will call on NSB or KT in NY. He 
helped with the drawing up of the economic plans for the Nagy Government, outlining 
a position somewhat to the right of Titoism, in that local industry would remain 
nationalized, but private foreign capital development would be encouraged. He made a 
remarkably good impression on us both.

Ministry of Education: Dr. Harper (sp. now revised), Dr. Finder, and their chief, 
Dr. Metznick, who had been occupied with a budget meeting at the previous interview 
here. The atmosphere was extremely cordial, and it was apparent that the Ministry 
welcomed the student scholarships provided. There was no indication that the ceiling 
of 200 students was any longer adhered to. There was no discussion of any maximum, 
and apparently the extent of the problem has now been realized. Main purpose of the 
meeting for us was to clarify these points and to inform the Ministry of the RF action. 
The Minister64 is still inaccessible because of the parliamentary budget session.

Canadian Embassy, Kürtnerring 5; Ambassador Macdonald65 and Mr. Cox,66 in 
charge of refugee program. A very pleasant young man, he is busy at getting as many 
people to Canada as he can, mostly by chartered ship. Confirms the BC arrangements 
for the forestry group, and says that several other schools are interested in the miners. 
Negotiations are underway for the Budapest Opera Group – 100 of the 1,300 members 
of the company had come across, many of them technicians rather than artist. The 
group has melted away during the negotiations, but Toronto probably take the residue.

Künstler helfen Künstler, Ballhausplatz 1, recommended by Faust as a possible 
source of artists. They are doing nothing for the refugees.

Historisches Institut, University; Doz. Dr. Hammann67 and Prof. Hantsch,68 dean 
of the philosophical faculty. Hammann is a very sharp young man who had a number of 
astute comments to make on the political scene. These can be better presented verbally 
(they do not affect our program in any way). 

U. N. High Commissioner for Refugees, Wien IV, Schwintzgasse 5. Mr. Victor 
Beermann,69 a young Hollander, to arrange an appointment for DR. He described a 
Dutch-supported program for a group of grammar-school students, which will be 
presented in greater detail by the man in charge, Dr. Kaan,70 from the Netherlands 
Ministry of Social Affairs. (See today’s correspondence to GRP.) 

62  Franz Nemschak (1907–1992), osztrák közgazdász.
63  Balassa Béla (1928–1991), közgazdász, később a Johns Hopkins Egyetem professzora.
64  Heinrich Drimmel (1912–1991), osztrák politikus.
65  James Scott Macdonald, 1956. szeptember 7-től Kanada első nagykövete volt Ausztriában. 
66  Gordon Cox (1917–1978), Kanada bécsi nagykövetségének tisztviselője.
67  Günther Hammann (1924–1994), osztrák történész.
68  Hugo Hantsch OSB (1895–1972), osztrák történész, egyetemi tanár, bencés szerzetes.
69  Victor A. M. Beermann (1915–2000), holland diplomata.
70  Dr. A. Kaan, holland várospolitikus, a Nederlandse Federatie voor Vluchtelingenhulp bécsi küldötte.
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International Red Cross, Hotel Wandel, Petersplatz: Herr Bimcher, Mr. [Melchior] 
Borsinger (tel. U 29-6-04) in an attempt to arrange an appointment for DR with the 
director Willi Meyer (not possible in Budapest) or his deputy, Mr. Rutishauser71 who 
will replace WM when the latter returns to Geneva. Rutishauser also in Budapest, 
expected back end of week, but no luck on appointment. Borsinger, for the record, 
absolutely the most repellent creature ever met, embodying all the worst features of the 
British minor civil servant which he resembles in speech and appearance, and of the 
Swiss burgher and Red Cross functionnaire which he is. (I am the Red Cross in Austria.)

The Forum72 (seen by EFD – see his notes: Congress for Cultural Freedom): 
Museumstrasse 5, tel B-30-4-66, Mr. Friedrich Thurberg).73

Dr. J. Sinkovics was fortunately contacted on receipt of cable from GRP – he was 
due to leave the next day by air for the U.S. On reflection, decided that it was unfair to 
him and unwise for us to interfere with this arrangement by providing our own 
transportation – these people when given the opportunity should go as quickly as 
possible, with no monkey wrenches thrown in the machinery. He had written to Frank 
Horsfall,74 and had from him a letter which RF officers might well study as model for 
declinations. FH expressed unbridled enthusiasm, call on me for any help, etc., but we 
have no place for you in our virus laboratories. JS had confused the RI and the RF, and 
thought this was the outcome of his discussions with me. I cleared this up, and he will 
see RSM (which FH had also advised him to do). He had a firm offer from Albert 
Sabin,75 who had also cabled the Embassy. Told him that RSM would be able to advise 
him whether to accept Sabin’s offer or our fellowship. His physical exam, done by the 
Consulate doctor, had been mailed to Paris, and a phone call to MC76 revealed that it 
had gone on to NY. He does not know where his wife and twin sons are – they left for 
the frontier by car, but did not arrive, and several days spent in the camps failed to 
produce any further information. He is not worried about them – says that women and 
children are safe, and that only men are in danger through deportation. He expects to 
bring them to the US later. DR later suggested that we should provide an initial 
outfitting allowance for our fellows. This is not to be charged to stipend, since most of 
them have only the clothes on their backs. It was too late to do this for JS, but in the 
future, we are planning a payment of about $200.  

American Medical Society of Vienna, Landesgerichtsstrasse, around the corner 
from Universitätstrasse 11 (back of Beethoven Café). To chase down a rumor reported 

71  Georg Rutishauser (1901–1981), svájci hentes, köztisztviselő.
72  A Forum 1954 és 1995 között Bécsben kiadott és a Congress for Cultural Freedom által finanszírozott 

kulturális és politikai magazin volt.
73  Helyesen: Friedrich Torberg (1908–1979), író, újságíró, a Forum szerkesztője, aki korábban 11 évig az 

Egyesült Államokban élt, szoros együttműködésben a kormányzattal.
74  Frank Lappin Horsfall, Jr. (1906–1971), amerikai kutatóorvos.
75  Albert Bruce Sabin (1906–1993), białystoki születésű amerikai bakteriológus.
76  Cserépfalvi Miklós (1905–2001), sebész, később Washingtonban telepedett le.
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to DR at the Embassy that the Dean of the Budapest Medical Faculty77 was in town. 
Dave Rutstein78 had once expressed grave reservations over the AMSV, a queer 
organization with no visible source of support except its director Dr. Arthur Kline, who 
came here from Boston in 1951 and for the last two years has been medical adviser to 
the embassy, his only job. He is on vacation in Switzerland at the moment. Nothing is 
known of the dean. The Society sees plenty of refugee doctors since they give them 
500 schillings from a $5,000 Grant from the AMA, but have no idea who they are. 
Neither Brücke, nor Dean Bieling of the Vienna faculty has heard anything of the 
Budapest arrival and consider this most unlikely. Later, a young doctor from the 
University of Budapest pointed out that the Dean was a red-hot communist, and if he 
had come across it was for no good end. Estimates from various sources are that 3–400 
physicians have fled. The Embassy is advising them not to go to the US because of the 
difficulty of securing licenses to practice.

Dr. I. Lakatos, to inform him of fellowship subject to physical, which he had not yet 
done because he has been in queues all day and every day looking for other possibilities. 
He was contacted through Prof. Szegő, Schönborngasse 18, tel. A21-1-21Z; Institute 
of Mathematics in Strudlhofgasse 4, Wien IX. Physical will be done by appointment, at 
suggestion of Brücke, by Doz. Dr. E. F. Hueber, I  Medizinische Universitätsklinik 
(Prof. Landa), Lazarettgasse 14, Wien IX, home tel. V26-3-54, office tel. R-28-212. 
Sounds most pleasant on phone; considerable time in US, married to an American. 
Lakatos so stunned by news that he became virtually speechless.

Sam Williams, old friend of EFD (see my diary January 1952 of Vienna trip) now 
with Stamford Research Institute, and here at Zoology Institute for one year as visiting 
professor (home tel. A14-977) – hopes to see RFD and J. Maier.

Barrett McGurn79 now back from Belgrade – lunch with DR and EFD.
Prof. Albert Vali,80 recommended by rector Schima and Prof. Verdross,81 ex-rector 

and professor of international law. His curriculum vitae is enclosed. This seems a clear 
case of helping an extremely worthy citizen to re-establish himself along the lines of 
RSM’s first cable. DR and EFD agree. Can be reached Mayerhofgasse 12, Wien IV, c/o 
Frau Dr. Rieder, tel. V49-734.

77  A már független Budapesti Orvostudományi Egyetem orvoskari dékánja ekkor Babics Antal (1902–1992) 
volt, az intézmény rektora Gegesi Kiss Pál (1900–1993). Babics október 27-én vette át az egészségügyi 
tárcát Nagy Imre kormányában. 

78  David D. Rutstein (1909–1986), amerikai kutatóorvos, a Harvard Egyetem professzora.
79  William Barrett McGurn (1914–2010), amerikai újságíró, később kormánytisztviselő. 
80  Váli Ferenc Albert (Francis A. Vali, 1905–1984), politikai okokból történt bebörtönzéséig a nemzetközi 

jog professzora Budapesten, szabadulása után 1956-ban elhagyta az országot, és a University of 
Massachu setts Amherst tanára lett.

81  Alfred Verdross (1890–1980), osztrák diplomata és jogászprofesszor, 1951/52-ben a Bécsi Egyetem 
rektora.
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Dr. George Bercy,82 referred by Doz. von Hueber, who talked to him at length 
(speaks little English) and considers him well trained in experimental medicine, 
especially homodynamics. Has been assistant for 6 years in the Budapest medical 
faculty, institute of experimental medicine. Left because he considers the opportunities 
for scientific work nil – one gathers that he is pretty much apolitical. The university 
clinics at Budapest were on the same street as the Kilián barracks, scene of some of the 
bitterest fighting. The 1st and 2nd surgical, dermatological, gynecological clinics and 
medical library were completely destroyed and burned out. Says that if peace came 
today, it would take ten years before scholarly work could be resumed.

Many medical students killed – hundreds; 200–300 doctors have fled. Knows that 
medical schools at Szeged and Debrecen are relatively undamaged, thinks Pécs also but 
has no direct information. Worst fighting in Budapest, where the tanks would 
„durchschiessen” the buildings – expressive word! Other parts of Budapest University, 
including medical faculty, in areas more remote from fighting, were O. K. Also confirms 
Sinkovics’ statement that Central Institute of Hygiene was only slightly damaged. 
Incidentally, Sinkovics had the interesting tale that the bronze plaque to the RF was 
removed ten years ago. In the first days of the revolution it was restored to its place of 
honor. Now, he supposes, it has been taken down again! Bercy had a plausible answer to 
something I had wondered about – why have we not found any older faculty members? 
The older persons are too old for the hazards of the trip and for the uprooting, and by and 
large were not politically endangered having taken no part in politics nor in the revolution. 
The young professors and docents were political appointees, and hence no reason to leave. 
Appointment to university posts and promotion were based strictly on examinations in 
courses in Marxism–Leninism–Stalinism, according to the Russian system. His whole 
class was purged from university posts six years ago. He was mysteriously and without 
explanation reinstated, he thinks because he had published several papers in a West 
German journal. He will send us a curriculum vitae. Address Wien XVIII, Hasenauerstrasse 
45, c/o Graf Montjoie, tel. A11-449.

(Well, really can’t go on. Three weeks of 8 a.m. to 2 a.m., and I am licked! Running 
around all day seeing people, then up all night. Will continue later, DV. Have seen 
Ehrensdorfer83 at Botanical Institute – by all means go ahead when definite cost 
estimates come through – depends on type of electronic rectifier needed. More details 
when possible.)

Tomorrow seeing first past fellow – Astronomer Lassovszky.84 Told a couple of weeks 
ago that only prof[essor] known was an astronomer, but no one knew where he was.

82  George Berci (sz. 1921), sebész, kutatóorvos, a Cedars Sinai Medical Center (Los Angeles) sebészeti 
osztályának alapító igazgatója.

83  Friedrich Ehrensdorfer (sz. 1927), osztrák botanikus.
84  Lassovszky Károly (1987–1961), csillagász, 1925-ben Rockefeller-ösztöndíjas az Egyesült Államokban, 

1947-ben a budapesti egyetemen megalakítja az Amerikai Intézetet. 1956-os távozása után a Harvardon 
a Smithsonian Intézetben dolgozott.
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*

Dr. G. R. Pomerat, 
The Rockefeller Foundation, New York. 
Paris, December 19, 1956 
Vienna: final edition of Phase I.  

Dear GRP, (EFD also) 
By now, you should have had my cables on the Lakatos fellowship, Vali fellowship, 
latter’s blanks, and cable that p[ast].f[ellow]. Prof. K. Lassovszky, the astronomer, will 
soon be arriving in the US and should be taken care of by a fellowship. Plus assorted 
diary notes on all this. Both Vali and KL are extremely worthy and first-class citizens 
and clearly merit as much help as we can give them under RSM’s original terms of 
reference of helping senior people to re-establish themselves. Vali’s very good curriculum 
vitae, which I sent you, gives his history. He had been released from jail only one month 
before after five years imprisonment, and was doubtless right in figuring that he didn’t 
have much of a chance. Lassovszky had been fired in 1949 from his chair, and had been 
living in complete retirement. He was probably safe from further personal persecution, 
having nothing further to lose. He left because of his 15-year old son who, he says, 
would certainly have been deported. You will see from his limp and cane that the flight 
could not have been an easy one for him. Address is: Anhofstrasse 92, Wien XIII, tel. 
L.13-737 R. He does not know any other RF fellows who have come out.

I know by now (it being now Dec. 28, since I permitted myself a little relaxation, 
except for going over the accumulated office mail, over the Xmas weekend at home) 
that you have also received the masses of information on the allocations to the Austrian 
universities. The numbers assigned to each school were in large part based on the 
numbers already enrolled, with adjustments to bring the total available to 400, assuming 
the top rate of stipend. The numbers already enrolled probably give some approximate 
indication of the composition by disciplines of the potential student body, and of the 
schools’ own estimates of how many extra students they can handle. Since Rector 
Schima showed every indication of applying too strict an interpretation to any 
instruction from the RF, in his eagerness to accept a suggestion from EFD or JM as the 
most rigid kind of law, we did everything possible in our letters to the rectors and in the 
descriptive memorandum accompanying them, not to apply any limitations which 
could be taken in too literal a way, and to give the universities as free a hand as possible 
in the determination of the amount of stipends and the number of students accepted. 
The idea was to encourage the universities to treat every student as an individual case 
based on his own particular needs — which, as EFD pointed out, might have a very 
salutary effect on a Teutonic institution, if the lesson could be learned. Part of the 
reason also was that in the last days of our stay we ran across individuals who had heard 
rumors that the RF was providing scholarships of 2,000 schillings per month to 
Hungarian students, and this was felt to be too luxurious in relation, say to Austrian 
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government scholarships of 500 schillings to Austrian students. The misunderstanding 
resulted, of course, from a complete failure to recognize that a scholarship to an 
Austrian student, no matter how poor, was a supplement, that he had a home to go to, 
clothes, at least some presents from home, knew the language and hence was not so 
burdened with studies, lived in an inexpensive student dormitory, and could find part-
time or vacation employment – none of which would be true in the case of the 
Hungarians. But the problem of potential ill-feeling raised by misunderstandings of 
this kind seemed important enough that we wanted to avoid any appearance of dictation 
or of non-flexibility. Incidentally Prof. Brücke understood the situation perfectly, and 
expressed great irritation with those who could not.

The following interviews, other than those already reported by EFD, were sustained 
between bouts of running around Vienna. 

Dr. Gabor Kalman85 (married, 1 child, good English), graduated from the Budapest 
Technical High School in 1952, electronics engineer; and Dr. Georg Schmidt86 
(married to a physician, 1 child, poor English), graduated from the BTHS in 1950, 
MA  in electrical engineering. Both were research fellows at the Central Research 
Institute for Physics of the Hungarian Academy, under Prof. Janossy,87 a distinguished 
cosmic ray physicist who has worked at Dublin and Edinburgh. This was a little 
worrying, and I  became even more uneasy when at a later meeting they submitted 
curr[iculum] vitae indicating that their research at the Academy was on plasma physics 
– a new term to me, since it deals with “the peaceful uses of thermonuclear fission”. 
Clearly, these were citizens of potential usefulness but too difficult for us to handle, and 
so we arranged the appropriate referral. Both these young men are Jewish — they say 
that there remain about 200,000 Jews in Hungary, which surprised me. They are being 
cared for at a JOINT88 camp, Hotel Kendler, Grossgmain bei Salzburg. Could this be 
the Georg Schmidt referred to in GRP diary p. 265, Nov. 13, 1956? I don’t know when 
they came over, but I saw them on Dec. 14 on what I believe was their first visit from 
Salzburg to Vienna. Both want to go to the U.S. 

Mr. Clive Gray,89 National Student Association representative. The Hungarian 
student refugees have set up a local student organization in Austria, and with CG’s 
encouragement are planning to set up several small groups to travel around the world 
telling other local student organizations about Hungarian students and their recent 
experiences. Asia and S[outh]. E[ast] Asia are being considered actively for the first of 
such missions, and CG is going soon to India to look into the possibilities and make 
local arrangements. English-speaking students will be used for these missions, and 

85  Kálmán J. Gábor (sz. 1929), a Boston College fizikaprofesszora, az MTA külső tagja.
86  Schmidt György/George Schmidt (1926–2014), fizikus, 1956-ban először Izraelbe, majd onnan az 

Egyesült Államokba távozott, ahol a Stevens Institute of Technology professzora lett.
87  Jánossy Lajos (1912–1978), fizikus, az MTA Központi Fizikai Kutatóintézet igazgatója, az ELTE pro-

fesszora.
88  American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee, New York-i székhelyű zsidó segélyszolgálat.
89  Clive Gray, közgazdász, 1955–1956-ban az NSA alelnöke.
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several who speak Spanish have been found for later trips to South America. This might 
be an event of considerable political importance, especially if the NSA can carry out its 
plan of remaining in the background and allowing the missions to function as an 
entirely Hungarian scheme. 

Conferences with Rector Schima at the University resulted in final allocations and 
a frenzied two-day outburst of editorial, diplomatic, and secretarial activity on the part 
of EFD and JM.

WUS-Cosec-Hochschülerschaft in their new quarters at the University Stoltenberg 
has worked out his budget which is much higher than originally envisaged. The total 
expenditures of the group from Nov. 11 to April 1 (when the operation will possibly 
terminate, assuming that the influx will not go on too long) will be about $25,000 in 
addition to the $6,000 received from our first grant of $10,000 to WUS-NY. They have 
been living by borrowing from a Dutch gift of 200,000 schillings to Hungarian students, 
which will have to be replaced. Most of the money goes for living expenses of about 30 
volunteer workers, plus costs of travel to the camps. The workers receive no salary and 
so cannot afford to stay long – most can stand it for only about a month. This is of 
course disadvantageous in its effect on continuity and efficiency, and it would seem that 
we might do something about it. S[toltenberg] will send his budget to Geneva for 
transmission to NY.

The Hochschülerschaft has already organized language courses for refugee students, 
at present at the Technische Hochschule. The teacher is Max Gelmini-Kreutzhof. We 
might be able to help here also. J. Kleemann’s telephone number is B 26-872. Cosec is 
now A  21-550 Klapper 108. The Österreichische Hochschülerschaft Körperschaft 
Öffentlichen Rechtes is a body organized under public law and is authorized to receive 
funds.

Dr. Istvan Vas90 and his wife,91 also a physician (histologist) were seen with her sister 
and brother-in-law, Dr. and Mrs. Istvan Ring.92 This points up a new development (this 
was on December 18) – the beginning of what seems to be an increase in emigration of 
a more senior group, people who were not directly involved in the revolution, but who 
are now beginning to move because of fear of the Russians and what seems to be their 
intent to remain in Hungary. Thus, these four gave up and crossed three days ago. All of 
them make an extremely good impression. Dr. Ring was first assistant in the Department 
of Public Health and Preventive Medicine at the University of Budapest. His research 
is on the epidemiology of airborne infections, especially of whooping cough. He wants 
to go to the US and prepare himself for a career as a health officer or epidemologist, 
beginning with an MPH course at Johns Hopkins or Harvard. Speaks very good 
English and was given fellowship blanks. His wife would like to continue her studies in 
bacteriology, and this could be taken care of at the same institution if his fellowship 

90  Vas István (Stephen Vas, 1926–2006), kutatóorvos, Bécsből Kanadába emigrált, ahol a McGill Egyetem 
professzora, majd a Toronto Western Hospital mikrobiológiai osztályát vezette. 

91  Raditz Magdolna (Magdalena Raditz, 1927–2001), orvos.
92  Ring István (sz. 1924), orvos, felesége: Raditz Ilona (Ilona Raditz Ring, sz. 1933), orvos.
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included tuition charges for his wife. Address: Pension Elite, Wipplingerstrasse 32, 
Vienna I.

Dr. Vas is not quite so simple a case, although he makes an equally good impression 
and speaks even better English. Was assistant at the Institute of Microbiology of the 
University of Budapest and for the last 8 months assistant at the Central Institute of 
Hygiene, where he had just completed his habilitierung on the effect of fatigue on non-
specific resistance. Is an immunologist by trade. He cannot go to the US, having been a 
party member, one gathers for opportunistic reasons, this, alas, being the way to a 
career. (Dr. Ring was able to get along without this qualification, being under the 
personal protection of the professor). He accordingly wants to work in immunochemistry 
with Grabar93 at the Pasteur.94 I  suggested that he should think of going to Canada, 
since life might be difficult for him in France. He actually would much prefer this and 
had thought of it, but considered that Canada would be as difficult of entry as the US. 
I later saw Mr. Cox at the Canadian Embassy, who says that membership per se, in the 
absence of other actions and if one abstained from political activity in Canada, was not 
a barrier. He asked me to have Vas join a group of students being briefed for early 
departure for Canada, which was done. I did not know what could be done about a 
fellowship for Vas under these very special circumstances, but rather inclined to the 
belief that if the membership was only on opportunistic grounds we might consider it 
worth while and all to the good to save one black sheep for the fold. Discussed this with 
DR, who seemed to believe that no absolute contra-indication existed if the situation 
was as we believe, and if the political paragraphs of the fellowship book were pointed 
out with the warning that any political activity would mean cancellation of the 
fellowship. This was done in a subsequent meeting with Vas. I have the clear impression 
that he has had it as far as politics is concerned. He will go on to Canada if this can be 
arranged before I decide what to do. I will, want to think this over. 

Meeting with members of Hungarian Red Cross described in memo of interview 
left with DR. Tentative arrangements to return to Vienna for further trip after holidays, 
after return of Hungarian group from Geneva, and when DR enroute India. 

Dr. Fabuss95 was seen on last day; spoke excellent English and made good impression. 
Graduate of Budapest technical high school – a chemical engineer who worked on 
physical chemistry of petroleum distillation at Tech[nical] High School Veszprém. 
Wants to continue in academic work, perhaps at MIT. Has wife and 5-year old son with 
him. Address c/o Mr. Freidin (N.Y. Post representative), Wien XIX, Nusswaldgasse 22. 
Will want to think this over.

93  Pierre Grabar (1898–1986), kijevi születésű francia biokémikus és immunológus.
94  Az Institut Pasteur non-profit magánalapítvány, a fertőző betegségek kutatóközpontja Párizsban.
95  Fabuss M. Béla (1924–2013), kémikus. Végül nem az MIT-re került, néhány éves nagy-britanniai tartóz-

kodás után csak 1960-ban telepedett le az Egyesült Államokban, ahol különböző intézeteknél és vállala-
toknál főként tengervíz sótalanítással és szennyvízkezeléssel foglalkozott.
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An even better impression was made by young Dr. Otto Balasz,96 who has diplomas 
in biology and chemistry, and was dozent at the Budapest Agr[onomic] High School’s 
Institute of Plant Physiology, with a thesis on mitogenetic effects of radiation. He tried 
to escape from Hungary in 1949, and was captured by the AVO at the border and kept 
in jail with the usual treatment for 5 months an experience which he would not care to 
repeat. Repetition would have been inevitable since he was a member of the revolutionary 
committee under Tanzos,97 who found asylum at the Jugoslav Embassy with Nagy and 
was seized by the Russians when they took Nagy. OB had a very low cadre – a kind of 
composite box score given on the basis of whether you, your father, mother and grand 
parents were party, workers, peasants, intellectuals, etc. Cadre A being high, Balasz was 
cadre X, which led him to believe that his future was dubious. He has only one interest 
– to resume his work on energy transport in plants, if possible under somewhat less 
difficult circumstances. Gave him fellowship blanks. His address is c/o Frau Ilona 
Nogrády, Bieberstrasse 9/8, Wien I. Incidentally he was able to keep his job because of 
his value to an institute of applied food technology – food processing etc. 

The morning of departure, December 21, had a phone call from, and breakfast with, 
L.T. Coggeshall,98 here for the Department of Health, Education and Welfare with 
Nixon, for what purpose he knew not. His preliminary impression after 18 hours in 
Vienna was that there were more Americans coming in than Hungarians leaving, which 
may well have been so. It was a great sorrow to hear that his wife has myasthenia gravis.99

[…]

JM
Diary.
Vienna Phase II
Monday 7 January: Vienna 
All day spent in locating the International Committee for the Red cross, which has now 
moved to the Stiftskaserne, Stiftstrasse (off Mariahilferstrasse), tel. Y.15-500, and in 
trying to run down information on visas for the Budapest mission. The kaserne is an 
enormous barracks which had just been put in shape for the new Austrian Army; a large 
part of it has been lent to the ICRC for offices and a refugee camp. Finally found a 
Mr.  Wamister, a pleasant young Swiss who is administrative assistant to Gen[eral] 
Rutishauser, the chief of delegation. Rutishauser and Willi Meyer are still in Budapest, 
and are expected back Tuesday night, although WM has told me by phone from Geneva 
that he expected to be back tonight. Since this was cutting things a little fine for the 
information needed for DR’s Wednesday departure from NY, I explained the situation 
to Wamister and we passed the afternoon trying to get either Rutishauser or Meyer on 

96  Balázs Ottó (1924–1997).
97  Tánczos Gábor (1928–1979), a Petőfi Kör titkára.
98  Lowell T. Coggeshall (1901–1987), a Chicagói Egyetem biológiaprofesszora, trópusi betegségek szak-

értőjeként szorosan együttműködött az amerikai kormányzattal és a Rockefeller Alapítvánnyal.
99  Izombénulással járó autoimmun betegség.
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the telephone – neither was in the office in Budapest, and we were not able to get in 
touch with them. The ICRC teletype was working only at intervals, and no message 
came through on it from either. W[amister] did not want to put my message on the 
teletype to Budapest, since they have reason to believe that all telex communications go 
through the Russians, which seems probable enough. He also tried telephoning the 
Hungarian legation, where he occasionally has access to Mr. Beck,100 the minister — the 
other legation staff are apparently so unstable, and come and go with such rapidity, that 
one never knows who is there. He was unable to get through to Beck on this occasion, 
and the several persons of whom he made inquiries said that they had nothing to do 
with this, and that we would have to speak to the cultural attaché, who unfortunately 
was not there today. W[amister] says that this kind of run-around is absolutely typical. 
It being by now 6 pm and too late to try other channels, I telephoned DR to report this 
unsatisfactory progress, and on the strength of hope alone reserved a call for noon 
(Vienna time) tomorrow for a final report. 

The organization or the ICRC is interesting. The permanent staff is a small one, and 
is augmented for emergencies like the present by Swiss draftees who are given limited 
leave of absence by their regular employers, who continue their pay, so that the ICRC 
does not have to meet salary bills. Thus, Rutishauser, the retired quartermaster – general 
of the Swiss army and now a member of parliament, was asked by the Swiss government 
to take over the direction of the Hungarian program. Wamister, the assistant manager 
of a cold storage plant in Basle, was detailed by his boss, a friend of Rutishauser’s, to act 
as R’s deputy for 5 weeks. 

The ICRC has apparently been subject to, and is very sensitive about, a certain 
amount of criticism concerning the distribution of relief supplies in Hungary. I mention 
this because, as Wamister describes the situation, it has some bearing on whatever the 
RF may do in Hungary. The ICRC is not permitted by the Hungarian government to 
distribute supplies directly or on its own. It can only do so through the Hungarian Red 
Cross, which the government has authorized to distribute supplies and to deal with the 
ICRC. A  certain amount of diversion of supplies is known to occur. There is no 
diversion as yet to the Russians, but it is recognized that there is some to Hungarians 
who are presumably deserving party members. Under the rules of the game, there is 
nothing the ICRC can do about this except to call off the operation and walk out. As 
W[amister] points out, this would mean that the good Hungarians would suffer in 
order to prevent a loss of perhaps 20% at the outside to the no-goods. His attitude, 
doubtless the official ICRC point of view, is that it is better to have the Hungarian 
people receive help even if this involves a certain amount of loss, so long as the loss is 
kept within reasonable proportions. I must say that I tend to agree with him. Presumably 
hospital and laboratory equipment such as we are thinking of would be far less likely to 
be diverted in this way than would food and clothing.

100  Beck István (sz. 1912), bécsi követségi tanácsos, később külügyminisztériumi osztályvezető, majd berni 
nagykövet.
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A second criticism is the slowness with which supplies are distributed, due to poor 
organization. The ICRC can only prod the Hungarians as much as possible to speed 
things up. The packaging of bulk foods, such as 1,000 tons of rice received from Spain, 
is a similar problem. As W[amister] says, he could organize the breakdown of this into 
1 lb packages in a single day in Switzerland, and have the work done in 3 days. In 
Hungary it takes forever. 

The ICRC is permitted to exert a major degree of control in Budapest by maintaining 
strict control of warehouses by their own personnel. Since staff is limited and secure 
warehouse space scarce, mast supplies are stored in Vienna and moved to Budapest as 
needed, on a smaller scale. 

Tuesday 8 January: Vienna. 
To the Hungarian Legation (Bankgasse, near the Burgtheater). The AVO-type porter 
at the door gave me a ticket to the consular section. I elected instead to make ray way 
upstairs to the office where DR and I had seen the cultural attaché101 in December. This 
worthy, when she opened the door and saw me standing there, gave me a truly lethal 
look; one could hear the thunder rumble, and the poor porter is probably even now 
wielding a pick in a salt mine. She deglaciated a little when she saw my card and 
remembered having seen me before, and for what purpose. After consulting the minister, 
she announced that they had authorization for visas for DR, DC and JM. 

Had just returned to the hotel when Willi Meyer called up to say that all was cleared 
and in order with the Foreign Ministry in Budapest for 3 visas. Rutishauser will be back 
tonight and will want to see me tomorrow. Accordingly telephoned DR at 06.00 hours 
Scarsdale time to say that all was well.

Coordinating Committee for Relief to Hungarian Students-Hochschülerschaft. 
The office is now in the University building; the personnel of the group has changed 
almost completely from the original group met by EFD and me in December. Mr. 
Stoltenberg has returned to Norway and Mr. Kleemann has resumed his studies at the 
law faculty. The staff now consists of Mr. Taylor,102 Canadian, who is the WUS 
representative; Mr. Vukovich, the Hochschülerschaft representative; Mr. Sheck also 
from the Hochschülerschaft; Mr. Voglesund from the Netherlands; and Mr. Ritchie 
from Belfast, the only remaining member of the original group. The current estimate is 
that 5,500 students have emigrated into Austria out of a total Hungarian student 
population estimated at around 30,000. COSEC has already registered 3,600 students 
and it is estimated that 700 left Austria in undifferentiated transports in the early days 
of the migration without having been registered. Many students are still registering 
with COSEC; these are part of the estimated 1,200 balance to make up the total. The 
situation seems to be a good deal more stable and less chaotic than formerly, primarily 
because the number of emigrants has decreased sharply. Only about 150–200 

101  Karádi Gyuláné (sz. 1914) töltötte be ezt a posztot. Gecsényi, 2000, 314.
102  Charles Taylor (sz. 1931), filozófus.
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individuals are crossing the border each day at the present time compared with the 
thousand or more who were coming over daily in December. Crossing the border has 
become a good deal more difficult, since the Hungarian soldiers who were sympathetic 
to emigration have been replaced by communist police and shootings are reported on 
the border every day. 

Of the 3,600 students who have registered, 1,500 have been sent to other countries, 
plus the estimated 700 who went not as students but as ordinary refugees. This leaves 
2,100 students still present in Austria plus the estimated 1,200 who have not yet 
registered. A breakdown by countries of the students who have left Austria is as follows:

West Germany 650
Saar  15
England  150
Sweden  350 – including a large number of those who went as ordinary 

refugees.
Switzerland   80 – this total may be as large as 200–250, including those who 

went in ordinary refugee transports
France   70 – with 50 more leaving soon
Canada  300 – the original Sopron group, with 100 more leaving within 

the next few days
South America   25 – almost all of whom went to Brazil
United States  150 – 240 further students are at present being processed for the 

U.S. Of these 155 are ready to go, and the other 85 do 
not have visas and will have to wait till another quota is 
available.

Belgium  50 – who are now awaiting visas 
Norway   21
Denmark   11
Holland   75
Scholarships have been promised for all these by the receiving countries. Additional 

but unknown numbers of students have also gone to the U.S., the U.K., France, and 
Italy in undifferentiated transports without having been registered as students. Many 
students wish to go on to other European countries, perhaps as many as 1000, but there 
are no scholarships available. The countries of choice seem to be Switzerland and West 
Germany. COSEC is clearly being as active as ever in stimulating the universities to take 
care of the Hungarian students as quickly and in as efficient a way as possible. They have 
succeeded in inducing the rectors’ conference to hold a meeting on Friday morning for 
a general and complete discussion of the student problem and the utilization of the RF 
grant. Mr. Vukovich will represent the Hochschülershaft and COSEC at this meeting. 
Since I will unfortunately not be able to be present, I explained in some detail to the 
group the question of flexibility of usage of the grant with relation to the stipends for 
students and the number of students to whom scholarships could be given. I  also 
described the second program of salaries for young university graduates who wish to 
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continue research or teaching in the Austrian Hochschülen. Vukovich thinks that one 
point which will certainly be discussed at the rectors conference meeting relates to the 
possibility of continuation of the RF aid after the first year. I  explained to him our 
position on this matter, saying that we were very well aware of this problem and were 
prepared to consider further aid after the first year but that any decision on this matter 
would have to be made by our Trustees. 

A second question which will undoubtedly arise is due to the fact which has now 
become apparent that many more students will remain in Austrian universities than can 
be taken care of under the original grant. The COSEC group would like to know 
whether the RF would be willing to consider a further grant to take care of an increased 
number of students. I did not know whether this could be done but said that I would 
refer it to my colleagues in NY.

It might be useful to defer consideration of this point until a later date when it is 
known more or less definitely how many students will remain in Austria and how many 
can be taken care of by other countries. Presumably the US will admit a considerable 
number of refugees in addition to those already taken, and Canada is continuing to 
receive fairly large numbers. All other countries of Western Europe appear to have been 
pretty much saturated and it is probable that there will not be large numbers going to 
any of these countries in the near future. If too many students remain in the Austrian 
universities and if further funds cannot be found to take care of them, Mr. Sheck is 
afraid that the universities may be tempted to divide the scholarship stipends and thus 
take care of an increased number of students. If carried too far this might result in the 
stipends paid to the students being too small for them to live on. This would clearly 
present a very dangerous situation and one which would be extremely undesirable from 
the standpoint of the West. If these students become discouraged and return to 
Hungary under the present regime, their defection would represent an enormous 
propaganda victory, which would be exploited to the fullest and would derive increased 
value from the prestige given to intellectuals in the Soviet bloc. Agitators are already at 
work in the student camps trying to induce students to return to Hungary. He wants to 
know if we can suggest to the rectors that the floor limit on the stipends be 1000 
schillings per month. I thought that we could best take this up on an individual basis if 
this situation ever arose and told him to let us know at once if it happened in any case. 

The COSEC group believes that there would be certain advantages as regards 
uniformity of use of the grant if it had been made to a single body such as the rectors 
conference rather than to the separate institutions. I said that it was our understanding 
that the rectors conference could not receive funds and in any case had no administrative 
machinery for handling a grant of this kind. This is clearly however a question which 
might be looked into in the future. 

Because of the difficulty of finding housing in Vienna the Hochschülerschaft is 
interested in renting buildings in which to establish student homes under the 
supervision of the Hochschülerschaft for Hungarian students. They ask if part of the 
10% going to the universities for administrative expenses could be used for this purpose. 
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I said that this would have to be taken up with the universities and if they agreed to 
devote part of their funds to this purpose, we would have no objection. It might also be 
that part of the student scholarships could be used for this purpose in lieu of providing 
direct cash subsidy for housing. 

The COSEC group would also like to know whether a Hochschule which did not 
have enough students to use all of its allocation could transfer the unused portion to 
another Hochschule which did not have enough money for its applicants. Said that 
I would take this up with N.Y. It seems to me that this is probably not a serious issue, 
since the total number we have provided for is so small compared to the students on 
hand, so that presumably all the Hochschule will have enough students. 

Other information obtained later indicated that the universities are moving rapidly 
on the scholarship question. I saw for instance a mimeographed application form for 
the RF scholarships which the University of Vienna has prepared and is giving to all 
applicants. 

As far as I can tell nothing has been done yet about the second grant for graduate 
students but the Hochschülerschaft has been busy on this also and it is probable that 
action will be taken within a few days to disseminate among the faculties information 
on this grant. Another point of interest is that the trend noted late in December for 
increased migration of university teachers in the younger age groups seems to be 
continuing and there are now more people of this category arriving in Vienna. After 
returning to Paris, I heard from three or four different sources of Hungarian professors 
who had written to friends either in England or Paris saying that they wanted to leave 
Hungary and asking whether there was any possibility of their obtaining positions after 
they left. Noted in particular were Professor Stephan Karady103 of the University of 
Szeged, a past fellow of the Foundation; Prof. Baló,104 also p[ast]. f[ellow]; and Dr. 
Bunga;105 a well-known biochemist. To all of these sources I indicated our interest in 
helping persons like these to re-establish themselves. 

First Chemical Institute, University of Vienna, Dozent Dr. Hoffmann-Ostenhof106 
to obtain information on Dr. Peter Lengyel107 for Carl Cori108 through GRP. L[engyel] 
had already departed for the US and should be in Camp Kilmer about now. Cabled 
GRP to this effect. H-O now has several other Hungarian biochemists in his laboratory 
and says that they are all extremely good. He attributes this to the fact that Prof. Bruno 
Straub,109 RF fellow, who is professor of biochemistry at Budapest and is an absolutely 

103  Karády István (1904–1974), kutatóorvos, a Szegedi Tudományegyetem tanszékvezető professzora, pá-
lyáját végül Magyarországon folytatta.

104  Baló József (1895–1979), Budapesten az I. sz. Kórbonctani és Kísérleti Rákkutató Intézet tanszékveze-
tő egyetemi tanára, korábban többszörös Rockefeller-ösztöndíjas. Banga Ilona férje.

105  Banga Ilona (1906–1998), biokémikus, a budapesti I. sz. Kórbonctani és Kísérleti Rákkutató Intézet 
munkatársa.

106  Otto Hoffmann-Ostenhof (1914–1992), osztrák biokémikus.
107  Lengyel Péter (sz. 1929), biológus, jelenleg a Yale Egyetem professzor emeritusa.
108  Carl Ferdinand Cori (1896–1984), Nobel-díjas osztrák–amerikai biokémikus.
109  Straub F. Brúnó (1914–1996), biokémikus, korábbi Rockefeller-ösztöndíjas.
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first class man, had been able to establish a really top notch school of biochemistry in 
Hungary in spite of all the difficulties obtaining. Straub incidentally has recently 
written to H-O that he wants to get out, preferably by legal channels with a passport 
and visa and wanted to know from H-O if he could have any help if he arrived in 
Vienna. Described our program to H-O and told him that we could in all probabilities 
provide a fellowship for Straub wherever he wanted to go.

H-O has two Hungarian biochemists at present in his laboratory. One is Georg 
Barta110 a fermentation biochemist who took his Ph.D. with Ruzicka.111 H-O says that 
he also is very good. The other is Dr. Banga who works on the biochemistry of connective 
tissue and who has a world-wide reputation. He once worked with Ochoa112 when the 
latter was in Peters’113 laboratory.

Apparently both of these scientists intend to remain, for the immediate future at 
least, in Vienna and are hoping to be able to work in H-O’s laboratory, if help can be 
arranged for them. H-O asked if we would be able to contribute to their support. I told 
him about our program for graduates and teachers under exactly this set of circumstances. 
Somewhat to my annoyance, he had not heard anything about this program. It is not 
known whether the University has failed to move as yet on this program or whether it 
has in fact been made known to the deans of the faculties and to the professors, but has 
not as yet filtered down to the dozent level. In any case, I told him to get in touch with 
his professor and inquire about obtaining salaries for Barta and Banga as soon as 
possible. I  made clear to him that it was our intention to regard these salaries as 
temporary aid to help people to live and to work while they were looking around for a 
more permanent position elsewhere. Thus we would feel it worth while to provide the 
salaries even if this only involved a period of a month or two rather than the full year for 
which the grant was made available. 

H[offmann]-O[stenhof ] apparently knows a great many biochemists in the iron 
curtain countries because he has been invited by National Academies of Sciences in 
various countries to give lectures and accordingly has established a considerable number 
of contacts. While in Prague last March he received a secret telephone call during an 
unwatched moment from a man who introduced himself as a biochemist and who 
succeeded in leaving reprints at the hotel for him. H-O went over these reprints, dealing 
with tumor biochemistry from the stand point of the reverse Pasteur reaction, and 
found them excellent. He advised the man, who wanted to emigrate, to go to East 
Berlin and proceed from there to West Berlin, which he did, going into American 
custody there. He then went to the Institute of Professor Felix at Frankfurt, where he 
was given a job. However, he was dissatisfied there and left. He is now without work. 
H-O thinks that the reason for his dissatisfaction is because he did not get along well 

110  Barta György (1906–1988), biokémikus.
111  Leopold Ružička (1887–1976), horvát–svájci Nobel-díjas kémikus.
112  Severo Ochoa de Albornoz (1905–1993), Nobel-díjas spanyol–amerikai biokémikus, az Oxfordi Egye-

tem professzora.
113  Sir Rudolf Albert Peters (1889–1982), brit biokémikus.
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with the Germans. He speaks perfect English and is in H-O’s opinion an excellent man. 
He wants to know if there is any way in which we could help him. This Czech, whose 
name is Libor Slechta, can be reached at Hohemarkstrasse 101, Oberwesel/Taunus, 
near Frankfurt. 

H-O said that he saw GRP in NY last October and asked him for research aid. GRP 
was unable to be hopeful because Professor Ebert114 was unwilling to make the request. 
H-O said that this was not for any reason of any difficulty but because Ebert simply 
could not organize things well enough to get around to writing a letter. Since then the 
situation has changed. Ebert died about a month later and the acting head of the 
Department is now Professor Breitenbach,115 who would presumably be willing to 
make a request if GRP is willing to receive one. I said that there might be some difficulty 
since B was only in the position of acting head and it might be preferable to wait until 
the definite appointment had been made. When I happened to make some mention of 
Otto Kratky116 at Graz, H-O said in confidence that he was a strong candidate for the 
professorship. H-O will be going to Japan for the enzyme chemistry symposium, which 
he says is being supported by the RF, and presumably will see GRP on his way there. 

Wednesday 9 January: Vienna.
Interview with Dr. Caprez and Dr. Miss Gsell of the ICRC. Caprez is a Swiss ENT man 
in charge of a service at a provincial hospital near Zermatt; his name is Romany, the 
fourth Swiss language. Dr. Gsell is a recent medical school graduate. Both have been 
drafted for the Hungarian emergency. Caprez had just returned from Budapest and was 
anxious to hear what we were planning to do there. He confirms all that has been said 
and previously reported on the state of the university clinics in Budapest and the nature 
of their equipment needs. He also confirms the high opinion which is pretty generally 
held as to the quality of the work done by the Hungarian physicians in the medical 
school. He says for example that in one pediatric clinic at the university, which was still 
in operation and relatively undamaged, the quality of the work and the quality of 
medical care were fully equal to that seen in Franconi’s department at Zurich. The same 
was true to a slightly lesser extent in the ENT clinic, which he was better able to judge. 
This is in spite of the general lack of modern equipment and in particular the almost 
complete absence of modern anesthesiology. The thoracic surgeons do cardiac 
operations and pneumonectomies under local, which sheds a new light on the 
demonstrated toughness of the Magyar. 

Caprez’s special assignment in Budapest is drug and pharmaceutical supplies. 
Hungary had a well-developed pharmaceutical industry, and was a net exporter of 
drugs. The industry is now wrecked because so many of the high grade technical and 
engineering personnel fled. The same is true of the chemical industry, which supplied 

114  Johannes Ludwig Ebert (1894–1956), német kémikus, a Bécsi Egyetem professzora. November 2-án 
hunyt el.

115  Johann Wolfgang Breitenbach (1908–1978), osztrák kémikus.
116  Otto Kratky (1902–1995), osztrák kutatóorvos, 1956/57-ben a Grazi Egyetem rektora.
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the chemical intermediates. Supplies on hand are adequate for most medicines, but as 
these are used up without replacement the situation will become very difficult in a few 
months. Food supplies, now about adequate, will also become critically short in a 
couple of months. For example, there is enough meat at present, because farmers are 
slaughtering their animals because of lack of feed, which will shortly lead to disaster.

He has seen no evidence of Russian economical aid in Budapest and thinks it almost 
certain that none will be forthcoming. The Russian and Chinese grants are, he believes, 
nothing but propaganda. 

Msgr. L. Ungar,117 the very able, intelligent, and active director of Caritas, the official 
welfare agency of the Archidiocese of Vienna. Under his direction Caritas has been 
extremely active in caring for Hungarian refugees, particularly students, and has set up 
a number of homes where they are fed and housed. Went with him to see one of these 
at Gerichtsgasse 14. This is a new building which Caritas recently constructed to take 
care of Austrian children separated from their families. It is now turned over to the 
Caritas Hungarian relief program and is a students’ home for Hungarian refugees; 77 
are at present living there and by the construction of additional bungalows in the 
courtyard it will be possible to take care of about 100. DR saw this establishment with 
Ungar on December 21 after EFD and JM left Vienna. Ungar reports that DR had a 
good impression of the place, which is indeed likely, and that he thought that the RF 
would be able to assist in equipping the library for the students. There is ample and 
good space available in a large unused hallway which could be converted into an 
excellent library and reading room. In addition to books a certain amount of teaching 
equipment and language instruction equipment are needed. I promised to take this up 
with NY and asked him to send me a description of the various institutions which 
Caritas is now supporting. An allocation of perhaps 100,000 schillings to this and to 
certain other of the students’ institutions for the same purposes would clearly be of help 
to Caritas in the very excellent job which it is doing and I would favor this form of aid. 
On a more individual basis, Ungar has installed in his apartment a young Hungarian 
artist who paints under the name of Halasz. He wants to stay in Austria and Ungar is 
trying to find a job for him while he does his own work as a freelance. I suggested that 
if the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna were able to take him on as an instructor there 
was a possibility that we could make an allocation to pay his salary for the first year. He 
has no intention of going back to Hungary, although he was quite well off, there with 
an apartment, his own car, plenty of work, and no political direction. There is a real 
problem here in that artists are undoubtedly economically better off in iron curtain 
countries than most of them are in Western countries. I am not qualified properly to 
judge his work and, as Ungar suggests, perhaps Hungarian artists should not be judged 
by Western standards in any case. His theory is that there is a West–East gradient in art. 
American painting seems to have reached the apotheosis of the abstract; Western 
European paintings have the sane tendency although perhaps to a less marked degree. 

117  Leopold Ungar, Msgr. (1912–1992), katolikus pap, a Caritas Österreich vezetője.
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Viennese art, on the other hand is still in the baroque stage and it is possible that 
Hungarian art, although no one knows very much about this, is even more baroque. 
Halasz’s specialty was the painting of frescoes for churches and public buildings. He has 
an uncolored photograph of one of these which seemed extremely good to me, although 
indeed somewhat on the classical side. He has also recently done a clay head of his wife 
which again, I  thought, showed a very real talent. A couple of pen and ink sketches 
which he did for Ungar show clearly that he is extremely good at drawing. 

Physiological Institute, 17 Schwarzpanierstrasse, Professor Dr. G. Schubert,118 who 
is a specialist in aviation physiology and has had research grants from the US Air Force 
ever since the war. He has recently returned from a tour of air force and naval medical 
installations in the U.S. Met also was Dozent Dr. Auerswald119 who has worked for a 
year at the NIH.120 The three physiologists whom Schubert reported to the National 
Academy of Sciences have already been taken care of. Two are going to Canada and one 
to Norway. Schubert says that they are all extremely good and well grounded, as are 
other younger Hungarian physiologists who have recently come to his institute. 

One of the latter is Mr. Tomas Ivan Kiss, who was in the last year of the medical 
school at Pécs and has recently come across. In addition to being a medical student, he 
has already done original work in physiology with p[ast] f[ellow]. Professor Lissak.121 
He intends to continue in physiology and would like to work in Schubert’s laboratory 
while he completes his medical studies at Vienna. Pointed out to Schubert that Kiss 
could very well be taken care of under our scholarship program and that I was sure if he 
got in touch with Dean Bieling a stipend could be arranged. Mr. Kiss was met and 
seems absolutely first class. An even better impression was made by Dozent Hetany122 
from the Physiological Institute at the University of Szeged. He is going to Canada and 
arrangements have been made for him to work with C. H. Best.123 I gave him the address 
of our NY office and suggested that if he needed any help after he got to Toronto he 
should take this up with Dr. Best. Another young physiologist who has recently come 
across and is now in Schubert’s lab is Dr. A. Diosy.124 Unfortunately he is not here today, 
having gone to Carinthia to get his wife, who emigrated by a different route. They left 
their 3-year-old child with the grandparents in Budapest, because with the closing 
down of the border it has become extremely difficult and dangerous to get across. Young 
infants who are carried across at night in the cold have a tendency to cry, and this 
unfortunately arouses the attention of the border guards. There have been a number of 
fatalities on the border due to this set of circumstances in recent weeks, and accordingly 

118  Gustav Schubert (1897–1976), osztrák pszichológus.
119  Wilhelm Auserwald (1917–1981), osztrák pszichológus.
120  National Institutes of Health, az Egyesült Államok első számú közfinanszírozott egészségügyi kutató-

központja.
121  Lissák Árpád (1908–1982), kutatóorvos, korábban Rockefeller-ösztöndíjas a Harvardon.
122  Hetényi Géza, ifj. (1923–1998), kutatóorvos, Hetényi Géza akadémikus fia. Később az Ottawai Egye-

tem professzora.
123  Charles Herbert Best (1899–1978), a Torontói Egyetem orvosprofesszora.
124  Diósy Andor, orvos.
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they believed it was better to leave the child at home in the hope that they can get him 
out later. Said that I would see Diosy the next time I come to Vienna. Schubert also 
asked about a Dr. Novak, a radiation biologist who is working temporarily at the 
Surgical Clinic of the University of Vienna. His wife, who a surgeon, is also there. They 
wish to stay in Vienna if possible. I suggested that they might be taken care of under the 
Refugee Teacher Program. Schubert had not heard about this program and I urged him 
to make enquiries through the dean in the hope that the rector will be stimulated to 
work on this allocation also. Dr. Czismas,125 a pertussis expert who Schubert thinks is 
also good, is going to the NIH, Bethesda. 

In the evening friends at the US Embassy arranged for me to meet Mr. Barnes,126 
Minister of the US Legation in Budapest, who is in Vienna for several days. He seemed 
interested in the lines along which we were thinking and seemed to think that this kind 
of thing would be reasonably safe. He reports that Budapest is absolutely seething, with 
relative calm on the surface, but serious trouble underneath boiling away and likely to 
erupt at any moment. The situation has been much worse since last Sunday’s 
announcement of the Kádár Government which apparently ruined any hopes, if there 
were any, of a liberal policy on the part of the government. He is returning to Budapest 
tomorrow and will undoubtedly be seeing DR there. 

General Rutishauser, now back from Budapest. Described to him the problem 
caused by DR’s travel plans, showing him DR’s cable indicating that he hoped to be able 
to go to Budapest Friday and return to Vienna on Saturday for departure to India. 
Explained this as best I could by saying that DR could not change his plans for his trip 
to India or delay his departure because of a conference which had been arranged with 
Prime Minister Nehru. I hoped that I was not making this up out of whole cloth, and it 
turned out to have some validity. Rutishauser, a real power house, immediately got on 
the telephone to the Hungarian Legation and was assured by the Minister that we could 
go there direct from the airport Thursday afternoon, and that, although the Legation 
officially closes at noon, they would be waiting for us and we could get our visas at any 
time. He also proceeded to arrange transportation, lending us his own car to go to the 
airport and for the trip to Budapest on Friday. 

Thusday, January 10: Vienna
Forum Hungarian Refugee Program, which is now at 24 Wipplingerstrasse, telephone 
U 22-420, for check on recent developments with Mr. Daroczy. 127 He has 10 music 
students who are candidates for our scholarships at the Mozarteum in Salzburg. 
Nabokov128 has recently been in Vienna from Paris, and on hearing about these students 
thought that he had arranged with the Mozarteum to accept them, or at least had 
reported to Daroczy that the Mozarteum had 10 scholarships available from the RF. 

125  Louis L. Csizmas (1918–1996), orvos. 
126  N. Spencer Barnes, ideiglenes ügyvivő az Egyesült Államok magyarországi nagykövetségén.
127  Tassilo von Daróczy-Merhal, a Congress for Cultural Freedom bécsi megbízottja.
128  Nicolas Nabokov (1903–1978), zeneszerző, a Congress for Cultural Freedom általános titkára.
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I pointed out to Daroczy that the Hochschülerschaft had told me that the Mozarteum 
had already appointed all ten scholars and thus would have no more funds available. 
This led Daroczy to a number of cutting comments on the value of trips of this kind. 
On a practical level this problem raises again the question of whether we can add to the 
allocations already made to Austrian Hochschulen to enable them to take care of larger 
number of students. Daroczy described the financial difficulties of his Hungarian relief 
program and expressed again the hope that he would be able to find help from 
somewhere; otherwise he would have to become a refugee himself, since the organization 
is at the present time living on thin air. I made a mental note to write to EFD to see if 
we could contribute something to the administrative expenses of this organization, as 
we have already done for the WUS-Hochschülershaft and other groups. It seems to me 
that the Forumshilfe is doing an equally splendid job and deserves help. In the meantime 
Daroczy hears that Shepard Stone129 is coming to Paris to see Nabokov and hopes that 
some help will be obtainable from the Ford Foundation. 

Located Istvan Vas, fortunately enough since he is leaving this afternoon for Canada, 
our arrangements with Mr Cox having apparently been successful. Discussed his 
political situation with the results described in today’s letter to GRP. Vas has a very 
cordial letter from Hans Selye,130 offering to help him find a suitable position in Canada.

To airport to meet DR and DC, who, fortunately for the Hungarian Legation, 
arrived on time. Drove immediately to the Legation and were shown into the consular 
section, where we were greeted by a Grade I battleaxe. By a lucky circumstance, she was 
dealing with another visitor when we arrived, to whom she was speaking French. This 
enabled me, when our turn came, to assume a one-up position by addressing her in 
French, which, although not very good, was at least fluent, and in any case considerably 
better than hers, and made it possible for me to assume an air of authority which would 
not have been feasible with my stumbling German. I described what we were there for, 
and she announced that she knew nothing of any visas, and in any event the consul had 
gone home and we would have to return in the morning. I assured Madame with all the 
hauteur at my command that she was being completely ridiculous, that we did have 
visas all arranged, and that M. le Consul was not only expecting us but had agreed to 
await our arrival whenever it pleased us to come. She took this up in Magyar, not one 
of my languages, with another battleaxe at a typewriter, who clearly did know all about 
it, and whose air of authority indicated that she might be, if not the consul, at least the 
person running the consulate – one never knows. However, she was equally recalcitrant, 
and our interlocutor continued to insist through repeated passages at arms that she had 
shuffled through all her papers and had found nothing, and to indicate that she would 
be pleased to see us the next morning, or preferably never, while I continued to maintain 
my original position that she spoke nothing but the veriest nonsense. She pointed out 

129  Shepard Stone (1908–1990), újságíró, a Ford Foundation képviselője, később a Congress for Cultural 
Freedom elnöke.

130  Selye János (1907–1982), biológus, a Montréali Egyetem professzora.
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that she didn’t believe that we had even applied for visas, since she had never seen us. 
My telling counter-play to this was that of course she had never seen us, we did not 
customarily deal with underlings, and our visas had been arranged with the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs in Budapest. Subsequent to this, she suddenly retreated from her 
prepared positions, although whether for this reason or not I  will never know. She 
announced that there existed the barest possibility that M. le Consul would be returning 
at 5 o’clock, in about 15 minutes, and that if we cared to await his arrival we should feel 
perfectly free to do so. I replied, as spokesman for the group, that we had nothing but 
time, and the prospect of our pleasure in meeting M. le Consul would enable us to 
while away the tedium of any wait, no matter how long. We were accordingly ushered 
to a bench in what was once apparently the mews of what one guesses was the 18th 
century palace of a Hungarian noble at the imperial court. So far, the sheerest Gian-
Carlo Menotti,131 only we were trying to get in, not out. I  took the precaution of 
borrowing the phone at the AVO porter’s lodge to call Wamister and ask him to alert 
Rutishauser for a standby in case we had any further trouble. A  succession of types 
walked into and out of the consular office, all giving us the kind of close scrutiny usually 
reserved for visitors from outer space. Suddenly Mme Hache d’Armes emerged from 
her eyrie and announced that M. le Consul had returned, and if we would deposit our 
passports with her she would see to the necessary formalities; in the meantime, a 
representative of M. le Ministre would escort us to the office of the latter worthy, where 
a gala had been prepared. Things turned out ever so, and we were led out of the mews 
to the second floor, where we were ushered through a succession of glorious rooms, 
each more stunning than the last, to the suite of M. Beck, a mousy little man who 
looked as though he had not had a good night’s sleep for a long while. He gave us a half-
hour of small talk in German, interrupted by only two political topics. One was a brief 
and completely perfunctory reference to the “sogenannte Revolution”. He clearly did 
not have his heart in this, and it was presumably directed towards the invisible tape 
recorders behind the arras rather than towards proselytizing us. The second, somewhat 
more lengthy and impassioned, was a description of the enviable position of Hungary 
in regard to natural resources of uranium, which, he says, are far greater than any known 
elsewhere. In fact, the reserves already known would, he says, provide all the energy 
requirements of Europe for 500 years, even at the present level of efficiency of atomic 
reactors. One wonders if he was trying to explain for us the marked reluctance of the 
USSR to let Hungary go. Our passports then appeared, complete with visas, and we 
departed from the representative of the People’s Republic. Cabled GRP that all was in 
order, and we were off. 

Friday 11 January: Vienna – Budapest. 
Took off at 5 am in the Red Cross’s official Mercedes 180, and a little before 7 were at 
the Austrian frontier post at Nickelsdorf. The only hitch developed when our Swiss 

131  Gian-Carlo Menotti The Consul című operáját 1950-ben mutatták be.
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chauffeur, a driver for a private bus company in Zürich, turned out to have the papers 
for the wrong car. The Austrian border police elected to ignore this, and, while 
I  wondered what the Hungarian reaction would be, they apparently did not notice. 
A few hundred meters more, and we were at the celebrated red-white-and-green barrier 
at the Hegyeshalom frontier post. While our passports were being stamped, we cooled 
our heels in the pre-dawn chill, admiring the view of the plowed strip with its Hungarian 
flags and watch towers. We started off from the barrier, and a hundred meters further 
on met, coming toward us across the frozen fields through the dawn fog, a bedraggled 
little procession – two young men followed by three soldiers with submachineguns, 
herding these unsuccessful would-be refugees, captured during the night, to the police 
station. Presumably, even now they are being given the treatment at 60 Andrássy út. 
After that, the road was clear, and we proceeded without incident across the broad 
Danubian plain – marvelous tank country – following the signs leading to Budapest via 
Route 1. Occasionally we overtook a Russian armored car or truck full of infantry, and 
one could not but admire the democratic way in which our chauffeur would insist upon 
his prerogatives, blasting his klaxon in a most peremptory way until they moved over on 
the narrow road, and passing at great speed. 

In every small town, the children playing in their yards would run to the side of the 
road and wave frantically at our car with its red cross. One particularly appealing little 
4-year-old waved both hands, holding his arms down at his sides and fluttering his 
hands in real jubilee. The few Hungarian cars on the road did not receive the same 
greeting, or indeed any. It was striking to see on almost every factory along the road, 
and on many buildings which appeared to be town halls, the red-white-and-green 
shield of St. Stephen and Louis Kossuth, the badge of the revolution. This was painted 
over the entrance even of an enormous new aluminium plant east of Győr,132 clearly one 
of the proudest achievements of the new Order. On the periphery was a large housing 
development of workers’ flats, also certainly post-war, and providing living 
accommodations which externally at least were immeasurably superior to the tiny 
houses along the road – clearly these workers were of a highly favored class. Perhaps a 
dozen balconies per building, perhaps 30–40 buildings. From almost every balcony 
hung the red, white and green flag – without red star. Nearing Budapest, the flags 
became more common in the towns, accompanied often by a black flag – revolutionary 
dead, or mourning the failure of the revolution? Passed a number of Russian infantry 
camps and Panzer tank farms, tanks neatly aligned, efficient-looking cannon pointed 
skywards at a uniform angle of elevation. Post exchanges, snacks bars, bowling alleys, 
and similar amenities were, if present, mighty inconspicuous. 

And so we arrived at 10 am at the Twin Cities on the Danube. General impressions, 
and these remained a constant feature everywhere we went, were as follows. The tone 
was set by the truly enormous royal palace on the top of the hill of Pest – a battered, 
decaying ruin, destroyed by Russian artillery in 1944–5, and never repaired – indeed, 

132  Maier vélhetően az almásfüzitői timföldgyárra utal.
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why? Most of the stores closed. The pathetic, dingy poverty of the few wares displayed, 
at high prices – clearly, Malenkov’s policy of sop to the consumers never got off the 
ground. The corollary of this was the shabby, down-at-heel, run down appearance of 
everything, such as one would expect from two decades of lack of maintenance with no 
money for paint or repairs, and no paint or replacement parts available in any case. The 
food stores, identifiable by the queues of 50 or so women standing patiently outside. 
The Palace Hotel133 on St. Margaret’s Island in the Danube, once a fashionable watering 
place where one resided while taking the hot (70oC) sulfurous waters of the ruined spa; 
the waters circulate in the heating system of the hotel and in the plumbing, with 
disastrous effects; the hotel itself is used by the government to house distinguished 
foreigners who did not complain over the defects in maintenance, this being the best 
there is. The ruin everywhere – the length of Üllöi St., maybe three miles, past the 
Kilian barracks, with everything smashed flat on this main boulevard and all the side 
streets of the quarter. The lesser damage in the relatively untouched quarters nevertheless 
resulted in an appalling amount of debris, now swept neatly off the streets and into tidy 
but impressive piles along the gutters. The enormous effort being made by the 
government to get things cleaned up and restored. One gathers that almost every 
window in Budapest was shattered in November. Now, windows have been replaced in 
all the buildings which still have enough masonry left to hold them, thanks to glass 
shipped in from all over Europe by the Red Cross. The thousand-odd trucks in the 
quarter, cleaning up debris. The ant-like activity of masons, carpenters, bricklayers, 
swarming over every building in this district, some say in order to get things in 
reasonable shape for the coming visit of Dag Hammarskjöld.134 The absence today, for 
the first time since the meat grinder swung into action, of the Russian tanks which 
hitherto had formed a real iron curtain around the Parliament building, next to the 
International Red Cross; and around the Russian army headquarters, next to the 
Hungarian Red Cross – some say that they are absent in honor of our visit; accustomed 
as I am to Western Europe, where our reputation is high enough, I can still not quite 
believe in a position of such overwhelming dignity. The ubiquitous presence otherwise, 
except for the panzers, of the Red Army, silent but sufficiently obtrusive – in long 
columns of trucks loaded with infantry, in rows of most efficient armored cars in front 
of the headquarters, their large and nasty-looking cannon swiveling quietly to track our 
car down the street as we passed. My first ride in a ZIS, a mark which for elegance and 
mechanical performance would arouse nothing but contempt in, say, Harlow Curtice135 
(although the Russians have apparently discovered the electric window-lift, further 
than which there can be no more bourgeois innovation), but in which I was far more 
comfortable than in the most gilded of Eldorados as we passed literally under the gun. 
The expression on the face of our young Hungarian Red Cross female guide as she left 

133  A Palatinus Szálló a Margitszigeten.
134  Dag Hammarskjöld (1905–1961), svéd diplomata, az ENSZ főtitkára, végül nem látogatott Buda-

pestre.
135  Harlow Curtice (1893–1962), a General Motors akkori vezetője.
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us at the hotel late in the evening, begging us not to leave the hotel since there had been 
a great deal of trouble during the day at the Csepel steel works (the reason for the 
infantry convoys). I was able to assure her in all sincerity that nothing was further from 
our thoughts than a nocturnal sight-seeing tour of her city, picturesque though I was 
prepared to believe it to be. 

The inspection tour of those parts of the medical faculty situated on Üllői Street 
lived up to the advance billing. The visit could be nothing more than a sight-seeing one 
in the time available. I had suggested to DR that, if necessary, I would be willing to 
remain on for a couple of extra days for a closer look, especially since both the 
Hungarians and the International Red Cross had seemed somewhat disappointed that 
our visit was so short. DR refused to leave anyone behind after his departure, and, as it 
turned out, the visit was long enough to form the general impressions which, under the 
circumstances, were all that was necessary. Destruction varied from the Institute for 
Forensic Medicine136 (functions also as the coroner’s service for the city, with much 
routine morbid anatomy), which was completely burned out, leaving nothing but bare 
walls standing, through Prof. Földvari’s137 dermatology clinic, which lost its entire 
lecture hall and teaching equipment and had one or two wards damaged, to one of the 
pediatric clinics, which had lost only a few windows on the street side. Children and 
infants (including a little Korean) seen in several wards seemed very well cared for. 
A surgical clinic had had a couple of wards and operating rooms shot up, with walls 
holed etc. This damage had already been repaired. Everywhere, equipment of all 
categories was unbelievably old and beat up – all surgical instruments worn and rusty, 
everything else in the same condition. 

Two meetings were held with the Hungarian Red Cross – one a small one with the 
group whom we had met in Vienna, and a large one with about 20 individuals, mostly 
unidentified, chaired by an orthopedic surgeon, Dr. Horvath, who is a liaison man 
between the Ministry of Supply and the Red Cross. I had thought he was the Minister 
of Supply, but Wamister, on my return to Vienna, said that he had been Minister in a 
previous government but was not now – although, he went on to say, one never knew 
who was running the ministries from the background and when the nominal minister 
was only a figurehead. At both meetings DR emphasized that we were on a fact-finding 
mission and were not in a position to promise anything. An equipment list was 
presented after discussion of research needs, and while I did not see the list it appeared 
certain that research equipment would figure large on it. I  put myself on record as 
taking a strong stand against this. Scientific research is not one of the immediate or 
urgent needs of the Hungarian people over the next couple of years at least, and this 
kind of equipment might well be so fascinating to the Russians that it would not pause 
even briefly in Hungary. A book list was given to me and sent on to GRP with DR’s 

136  Törvényszéki (1953-tól Igazságügyi) Orvostani Intézet, az Orvosi Egyetem Üllői út 96. szám alatti 
épületében működött és működik.

137  Földvári Ferenc (1895–1981), az Országos Bőr- és Nemikórtani Intézet vezetője.
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comments. As for hospital equipment, I  at first thought it possible to consider this, 
since it would be bound to help the Hungarian people in some measure, would not be 
of interest to party bosses, and presumably would not interest the Russians either. Now 
I just don’t know. All this is still true, but I worry about the increasing repressiveness of 
the regime as it intrenches itself again. Also, might the regime not use RF help as 
propaganda to show that we approve of it? DR, who did not accompany us on our 
hospital visits, may have obtained views on these points. Apparently, Herr Fischer,138 
the extremely solid citizen who heads the International Red Cross locally, advised DR 
to go slow because of the possibility of future political developments. 

DR’s visit to the Central Institute of Hygiene (which all the Hungarian doctors fail 
to recognize by this name, since they call it the Rockefeller Institute) revealed that the 
famous bronze plaque was down as prophesied by Sinkovics. The director, who caught 
DR looking at the vacant space on the wall, observed that there had been a memorial to 
Stalin there!! 

Saturday 12 January. 
Return to Vienna uneventful. Two check points waved us by when they saw the Red 
Cross. Stopped at the market place at Győr for coffee, which was located after prolonged 
search by Herr Pfister, our excellent chauffeur. He assured us that the drab and dingy 
café was “the best house in town”, recalling the celebrated mot of Wilson Mizner.139 
Our car – packed on the wrong side of the street, as two stainless-steel-toothed 
policemen pointed out very politely – attracted a crowd of about 100 and the kind of 
excitement and attention which an American presumably dreams of when he buys a 
Cadillac, but never gets in a land where chromium has turned to ashes. The anti-regime 
and anti-Russian outspokenness of those of the citizenry who spoke German was 
impressive. A tour of the market was memorable for the poverty and paucity of the 
goods displayed, and for a tray of revolutionary badges of St. Stephen for sale in the 
open. Deposited DR at Schwechat airport, and returned to Vienna. Twenty minutes 
later occurred the interview with Mr. Ripley140 of the U[nited] P[ress], described in 
two letters to RSM.

Tuesday 15 January: Paris
LFK — nocturnal telephone from NY, with GRP and FMR listening in on the parlay 
line! The news release referred to undoubtedly came from Hungarian sources in 
Budapest.

*

138  Ernst Fischer, a Nemzetközi Vöröskereszt budapesti delegáltja Svájcból.
139  Wilson Mizner (1876–1933), szellemes mondásairól ismert amerikai színdarabíró, forgatókönyvíró.
140  Joseph M. Ripley, amerikai újságíró.
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JM 
Diary. 
Vienna Phase III
Tuesday 29 January: Vienna 
175,000 refugees have entered Austria from Hungary to date. Of these, 65,000 remain 
here. Re-emigration to other European countries has virtually ceased. Canada and 
Australia are still taking refugees, and a few are continuing to go to the U.S. — about 
200 a day at the most. These are parolees whose support is guaranteed by near relatives 
in the U.S., and are handled by the Immigration and Naturalization Service 
representatives here. Mr Strubb,141 the officer in charge, is advising people not to go 
under this program because of the uncertainty as to what will eventually happen to 
these people. A  few visas apparently were kept in reserve by the consulate and are 
available for special cases. The inflow from Hungary has also virtually ceased. The end 
of December saw up to 1,000 per day coming over; the first week in January a few 
hundred daily; this week the numbers have ranged from 0–50. The Hungarian troops 
who were on the frontier have been replaced by more reliable characters, also in 
Hungarian uniforms, who have succeeded in more or less closing the frontier. This is 
never entirely possible, but they are aided for the moment by the snow-covered 
landscape. Footsteps crunching through the crusted snow can be heard far on a still 
winter night, and the noise arouses unwelcome attention. It is considered that when 
spring comes, the tide of refugees will again increase to major proportions. In the 
meantime, to show that the kettle is still boiling and that the internal head of pressure 
still exists in spite of sealing the leak into Austria, the safety valve is now into Jugoslavia 
[!], where 5–700 per day are arriving, the total now being 14,000 in that country. 
Willingness to emigrate to Jugoslavia can be taken as a measure of the state of desperation 
among Hungarians. 

Reports are that the Kádár regime is becoming increasingly repressive, and that the 
state of affairs in Hungary is as bad as under the worst of the Rákosi terror. The papers 
here claim 17,000 political arrests. Reprisals are beginning against families. Caritas 
took care of a boy of 16 who is now in West Germany; he recently sent to Msgr. Ungar 
a letter from his older brother, saying that the parents had been tortured because of the 
boy’s revolutionary activities, and that if he did not return to Budapest by March 15, 
they would be deported. The boy has decided that he must return, and Ungar has sent 
the correspondence to the UN High Commissioner for Refugees and to the Austrian 
Minister of the Interior. Mr. Thomas Kiss, the exceedingly pleasant and intelligent 
young Pécs medical student who made such a good impression on Schubert, the 
physiologist here, had, one night last week, while listening to the Budapest radio, what 
must be a very unusual human experience – he heard that he had been condemned to 
death in absentia. This not unnaturally made somewhat of an impression on him, and 
he is now worried about his family. In the meantime, the Hungarian government has 

141  David Strubb, a menekültek regisztrációjáért felelős bevándorlási köztisztviselő.
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begun to make disagreeable noises because Austria has not forcibly returned all refugees 
under 18 years of age. 

As for students, 6,000 have come over, or about 20 per cent of the estimated 
Hungarian university population of 31,000. Mr. Gruber,142 one of the founders of 
Mepes [MEFESZ], the revolutionary student organization which broke things wide 
open, estimates that 80 per cent of the total student population are potential refugees, 
and thus 16,000 of those remaining in Hungary will make a serious effort to escape, 
beginning in the spring, if there is any possibility at all of getting across the border. The 
remaining 20 percent will stay in Hungary for purely personal or family reasons. Re-
emigration has ground to a halt. The situation is well summarized in the Coordinating 
Committee report of 25 Jan[uary]. At the moment, 85 students are processed and have 
visas for the US, and are awaiting transportation. These are the remnant of the original 
batch of 150 students for whom WUS has guaranteed fellowships, and whose visas 
were reserved in the original allocation of 21,000. In addition, 200 students are 
processed for Canada and will leave in two groups in February. The only other possibility 
at the moment are the Ford scholarships, for which Shep Stone hopes to get visas from 
Western European countries. The Co[ordinating] Com[mittee] is counting on 800–
1,000 scholarships, which I think is exaggerated. Assuming their lower figure (probably 
too high) there will remain 1,400 students in Austria, for the moment; of these about 
500 have RF scholarships. There is thus a clear need for further scholarships, although 
we should certainly not attempt to cover the entire gap. In the first place, the Ministry 
of Education estimates that a total of 600–650 students will saturate the Austrian 
schools, and this fact (which I will try to confirm with the Minister) gives us a reasonable 
maximum to aim at. Also, some students already enrolled will doubtless fail to make the 
grade, and will be replaced by other students, thus diminishing the total uncared for. 

Wrote GRP concerning this, and telephoned Paris to dictate a letter to the rectors 
asking for information which should give us a complete survey and summary of the 
present status, future needs and possibilities. 

The graduate categories have also stabilized, and a clearer picture begins to emerge 
of the composition of this group. It includes 650 physicians according to the registry of 
the Viennese Artztekammer. Presumably this is close to a hundred per cent registration, 
since physicians who appeared before the Artztekammer received a card entitling them 
to a gift of 500 schillings from the American Medical Society of Vienna. Scientists, 
research workers, and University teachers in the younger age groups are also present in 
significant numbers, although it is impossible to get an estimate of just how many there 
are. The general opinion in various Viennese scientific institutes is that they are well-
trained and good, but have had too narrow and compartmentalized a training. This 
super-specialization is particularly noticeable in chemistry and various branches of 
engineering, where it was doubtless used as a device to permit the rapid and cheap 

142  Gruber László (sz. 1932), joghallgató, a Magyar Egyetemisták és Főiskolások Szövetsége (MEFESZ) 
egyik vezetője.
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production of technical personnel in quantity. Senior university personnel, of dozent 
rank or higher, are very few, and no further professors have been seen or heard of. 

Among those in these latter (graduate) groups, it must be expected that there is a 
certain proportion of party members – perhaps as much as one-half. For example, 
Abraham143 says that in his institute at Szeged four out of a staff of nine belonged to the 
party. There is no relation between seniority and party membership. For example, 
Dozent Hetany’s father,144 who was professor of medicine at Szeged, was strongly anti-
party. This did not hurt him because as a distinguished internist he took care of 
prominent political figures. For the same reason his son was able to become dozent in 
physiology, without party membership according to Abraham. Abraham thinks that 
there were extremely few real believers or undesirable people among this group, and 
that the great majority were forced to join because of a variety of personal, political, or 
police pressures which could be applied. In his opinion the only real political types 
were to be found in positions of political importance, such as the rectors of universities 
and schools. 

All this indicates the complexity of the problem, in a country where black and white 
are not always what they seem, and where an infinite series of gradations exists between 
these two extremes. How, for example, is one to evaluate the relative degrees of 
culpability or praiseworthiness between, say, a writer or intellectual who was a 
prominent party member but whose writings had the same effect in producing the 
revolution as did Voltaire’s in the case of the French revolution (there were many of 
these), and a pediatrician I heard of who was not a party member, but who did nothing 
for the revolution and who seized the opportunity which it afforded to leave the 
country for purely selfish reasons, her announced intention being to open a practice in 
New York, where her standard of living would be much higher. The students, of course, 
are a much simpler problem. They almost to a man supported the revolution, and in 
fact led it, in spite of having grown up through the party’s youth organizations. 

University of Vienna: Rector J. Schima and Dr. Molitsch. The program for graduate 
scholars has turned out to be of much larger proportions than estimated in November–
December, when 240,000 schillings were provided for the entire year. With the 
stabilization of the refugee situation which has occurred, and with the virtual cessation 
of re-emigration, there have been very many applicants for these graduate stipends. 
About 40 are at present employed, or about four times as many as can be taken care of 
with the original allocation, assuming that all of them remain in Austria for the entire 
year. Undoubtedly a considerable number will leave after varying lengths of time in 
Vienna, but there will still be many others to take their places. Candidates for the 
stipends are interviewed by the professors concerned, and, if accepted, are recommended 
to the dean of the appropriate faculty, who in turn recommends them to the rector, 

143  Ábrahám Ambrus Andor (1893–1989), zoológus, az MTA tagja, a Szegedi Tudományegyetem tan-
székvezető professzora.

144  Hetényi Géza (1894–1959), belgyógyász, az MTA tagja, a Szegedi Tudományegyetem tanszékvezető 
professzora.
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who makes the appointment. Later discussions with several professors, including 
Wessely, Brücke and Schubert, indicated that the appointments are being taken very 
seriously by the faculty. It appears that the program is fulfilling its purpose, in providing 
a livelihood for the refugees, and more important, in giving them the opportunity to do 
work useful both to the university and to themselves. 

The student program is also moving rapidly, and it appears again that more students 
have been accepted than can be taken care of with the original allocation for the entire 
year. JS did not have up-to-date figures on the student enrolment, and I asked him to 
get the data together in time for EFD’s arrival next week. The stipend paid is 1200 
schillings for non-laboratory subjects and 1,500 for courses involving laboratory work, 
where the student fees are considerably higher. The data were ready for the meeting 
which took place the following week with EFD, and indicated that the university was 
heavily oversubscribed. For some reason, it had been decided to reserve only about one-
third of the original allocation for the second half of the year, and the balance has 
already been committed for the students accepted for the first half year, so that as things 
stand at present, there are far too many students for the funds available if all the students 
at present enrolled are to be carried through the year. JS was unable to explain this 
except in terms of the pressure on him to accept students, and of what he thought was 
our desire to take care of as many students as possible. Overcome with guilt at our 
alarm, he immediately issued orders to accept no more students. Later, back in Paris, his 
letter reporting on the number of students, in response to my inquiry to all the rectors, 
listed 49 students as registered and enrolled, with 117 others receiving stipends. When 
I wrote to inquire as to the reason for this discrepancy, his explanation shed some light 
on the reason for the university’s hitherto incomprehensible action. It will be recalled 
that the university had been reluctant in December to enroll students in the middle of 
the semester, but in accordance with the standard regulations wished to defer enrolment 
until a new term began. EFD and I had protested strongly against this, pointing out 
that it was imperative to give the students something to do, some hope for the future, 
and a means of livelihood without the delay occasioned by this bureaucratic approach. 
We had even suggested that the university could accept the students for German 
language courses only, and pay them a stipend for this, preliminary to regular enrollment 
later. This procedure is what the university has in fact used. The students not formally 
enrolled have signed a promise to enroll at the next registration, and in the meantime 
are paid a stipend conditional upon attendance at German language classes. The 
university considered that not of all these students would be accepted for enrollment, 
and had presumably intended to cut down the numbers at the registration, to bring the 
stipend requirements into balance with the funds reserved for the second half-year. 
This would undoubtedly have meant a fairly rigid examination in German — perhaps 
too rigid to be completely fair to the students, given the short time available for learning 
the language. I don’t know why this explanation was not forthcoming at the meeting 
— probably the language barrier, since the rector’s English is about as bad as my 
German. At any rate, the university’s handling of the situation seems a little more 
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reasonable than at first sight, and in any case the situation is now clear and there should 
be no further trouble. 

Physiological Institute: Prof. G. Schubert and Doz. Auerswald wanted to meet Dr. A. 
Diosy, physiologist from Budapest, whom GS had recommended for a fellowship. He has 
gone today to Carinthia to find his wife, who crossed the border by a separate route. Doz. 
Hetényi, physiologist from Szeged, has gone with his wife to Toronto, where he will have 
a job with Best. Another of GS’s physiologists, Forbath,145 whom I had not met, also went 
to Toronto, and a third man is now in Oslo. Auerswald has an excellent radioactive isotope 
and radiation biology laboratory for work on protein biochemistry and physiology, and 
immunochemistry. The lab is headed by Dr. Pany,146 who returned only a couple of years 
ago from Russia, where he spent 10 years as a prisoner of war. He spent most of this time 
working in a radiation biology lab, under duress; the lab was staffed by 60-70 scientifically 
qualified prisoners who were pulled out of various prison camps and given the option of 
going to work in the lab or getting shot. 
[…]
Coordinating Committee of WUS–COSEC–OH. The principal problem of the 
Hungarian students at the moment is housing. There is no room for them in the 
Austrian student homes, which were far short of providing quarters for Austrian 
students, and even private rooms are now difficult to find. Students have been living in 
a number of buildings used as small refugee “camps” scattered around the city. The 
Ministry of Interior, which is responsible for the refugees, is now closing all these small 
camps and concentrating refugees in large camps as an economy measure, since camps 
of over 5,000 persons are operated and paid for by the Red Cross under a per diem 
arrangement with the government, which is said to cost the government less than the 
charges it meets in running camps on its own. The C[oordinating] C[ommittee] has 
been able to renew leases for short periods on some of the students’ homes, but does not 
know how long this will last. An International House for students, which would be 
used entirely for refugees during the present emergency, is the optimum solution, but 
there is no money.

C[oordinating] C[ommittee] has prepared a summary of the student problem, 
showing the numbers of those who have gone on to other countries, anticipated departures 
under the Ford program, and the balance not yet taken care of. (Sent to GRP). 

Dr. P. Hochleitner, a young lawyer with an M.A. in economics from Stanford, who 
is a civil servant in the Foreign Ministry and a member of the senate of the OH, asked 
to see me to describe certain difficulties which have arisen in the C[oordinating] 
C[ommittee]. A  long session with him lasting from 7 until 2, showed that the 
organization has indeed gone to pot, and much of the rest of the week was unavoidably 
taken up with an unsuccessful effort to find a common meeting ground on which the 
opposing factions could work out a reasonable settlement. A summary of the situation 

145  Nicholas Forbath (1929–2018), kutatóorvos, később a Toronto General Hospital munkatársa.
146  Johannes Pany, biokémikus.
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which has developed was obtained in this discussion and a subsequent meeting of equal 
duration the next evening which included, in addition to Hochleitner, Dr. Hanika and 
Vukovic of OH, Ritchie of COSEC, and Taylor, Eskelund (Norway) and Schmidt 
(Saarbrücken) of WUS. Details of the charges and counter-charges which fill the air 
need not be gone into, since all of them are petty, and even collectively they do not 
justify the breakdown of the operation. I developed the strong impression that there 
was some major unstated reason in the background which was responsible for the 
conduct of OH, or some unseen figure pulling the strings for some kind of political 
advantage. While there is undoubtedly a certain degree of fault on both sides, it 
nevertheless appears clear that the failure to cooperate is primarily attributable to OH, 
and that the difficulties could easily be negotiated if OH were willing to do so. It was 
equally clear that the willingness to cooperate is completely lacking, and this is certainly 
attributable to OH. The trouble began in mid-January when OH held its elections for 
officers. It is characteristic of the all-pervasive nature of Austrian politics that the 
country’s major parties – the Socialist and the Catholic – have their miniature 
counterparts in OH. The Catholic party won the election, resulting in the appointment 
of, among others, Hochleitner, Hanika (a small-time journalist), and a Prof. Wittman 
(of physical education) to senior positions. There is complete and immoveable 
determination on the part of OH to get rid of the foreigners – I don’t know whether 
because of xenophobia, nationalism, fear of the encroachment of an international 
bureaucracy on OH territory, worry over loss of prestige by OH if a foreign organization 
takes over most of the responsibility and receives most of the credit for the refugee 
operation, or a desire on the part of some one in the back-ground to make political hay 
of OH and the refugees (or a combination of all of these). It is clear that the complaints 
made by OH against the foreign members of the committee are irrelevant pretexts; 
nevertheless they dwell on them endlessly. The foreigners on the C[oordinating] 
C[ommittee] receive more money than the Austrians – this is a source of great 
bitterness, but to an outsider it seems quite logical, since the Austrians live at home 
while the foreigners live in hotels and pensions, and thus have less money left, in all 
probability, than the locals (actually, no one is paid a salary by the C[oordinating] 
C[ommittee], but foreigners receive 125 schillings a day for living expenses, which is a 
good salary by Austrian standards but which does not seem excessive for those who 
must live in hotels). Too much money is spent on administrative expenses. Foreigners 
come to Austria by airplane – this is considered simply unforgiveable waste in Austria. 
Dall, the Danish COSEC delegate, presented a bunch of bills for payment when he left 
Austria, at the last minute. These were paid, and it was found that among them was a 
night club bill for 214 schillings. OH just cannot get over this, and even caused it to be 
publicized in several derogatory newspaper articles, including one in the German 
scandal sheet Der Stern. They never mention that when this was called to Dall’s 
attention, he promptly refunded the money, and, in the opinion of Iovenko,147 whom 

147  Michael Iovenko (1930–2001), amerikai jogász, bankár.
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I believe, never meant to claim for it in the first place, the lapse being due to the last-
minute rush before leaving. However, I  came away from these meetings with the 
opinion that OH had worked itself up to such a pitch of hysteria that there was no hope 
of repairing the break, a conclusion which became increasingly clear over the next week 
in spite of the best efforts of Shep Stone, several ambassadors, and a variety of Austrian 
ministries. 

Wednesday 30 January, 1957: Vienna. 
Day spent on various meetings connected with the CC problem. Telephoned to 
Iovenko at WUS in Geneva to warn him that the situation was serious, and that he or 
someone from the Geneva office should come here to try to do something about it, 
since I  was afraid that my own efforts would not be successful. See letter to RPB 
concerning search for medical student T. Kerenyi.148 

Thursday, 31 January, 1957: Vienna 
Dr. Tibor Balasz,149 Budapest veterinary who is going to Canada soon, and who hopes 
for a fellowship to held him in getting established in a teaching post there. Speaks some 
English, and makes an excellent impression; not a party member. Told him to write to 
GRP when he had some idea of what the possibilities were after his arrival in Canada. 
Letter and curriculum vitae sent to GRP. 

Mr. Ralph Dellacava,150 National Students’ Association (USA) delegate in Europe, in 
succession to Clive Gray. The NSA  has assisted the refugee Hungarian students to 
establish their own student organization, the officers of which were elected in the student 
camps in and near Vienna. According to RD, they are of very high quality, all of them 
having been members of MEPHES [MEFESZ], the revolutionary student organization 
which inspired the uprising, and most of whom as well having been members of 
revolutionary student committees. The resulting Union of Free Hungarian Students151 
has been established with headquarters in Köln to coordinate scholarship assistance and 
information in countries outside of Austria. Subcommittees have been set up in all the 
countries which have accepted Hungarian students. They will be occupied in looking out 
for the welfare of students in those countries, the need for scholarship assistance, etc. It is 
planned that the group will be a non-political one, somewhat in contradiction of the 
terms of its platform, which calls for a free Hungary, with free elections, academic freedom, 
and the departure of Soviet troops. RD is also continuing the plans initiated by Clive 
Gray for a travelling delegation of the committee to visit India and other countries in 
Southeast Asia, and later perhaps Latin America, to tell about life in Hungary and the role 
of the students in the revolution. The NSA will contribute $4–5,000 for this aim, if the 

148  Thomas Kerenyi (sz. 1935), orvos, a New York-i Mount Sinai Hospital munkatársa.
149  Balázs Tibor (Tibor Balazs), állatorvos, Kanadában telepedett le.
150  Ralph Della Cava (sz. 1934), történész, a Queens College, City University of New York professzor 

emeritusa.
151  Szabad Magyar Egyetemisták Szövetsége (UFHS).
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necessary invitation from the local student organizations is forthcoming, and some aid 
has been promised by a Philadelphia foundation (Catherwood?).152 He wants to know if 
the RF could also help. Told him that I was afraid that this move would be perhaps a little 
too political for us. He will keep us informed of the development of the Union’s work. His 
address for at least the immediate future will be c/o Mr. Charles Derecskey,153 Hotel 
Royale, Jülicherstrasse 11, Köln. 

Dr. A. Diosy was seen at the Physiological Institute, where he has now returned, 
having found his wife in Carinthia. He came to Vienna on Dec. 20. Now 32 years old, 
he worked originally at the Physiological Institute at Szeged, where he was associated 
with Doz. Hetényi. In 1952 he moved to Budapest, where he worked in the aviation 
medical research lab of an air force hospital until he left the country in mid-December. 
He was a candidate for one of the higher degrees of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
(a degree intermediate between the Ph.D. and the dozentship), and had submitted his 
thesis on the nervous control of respiration. Has several reprints to show, including a 
paper with Prof. Issekutz154 (now working in Washington, probably at the Army 
Medical Center) on tissue metabolism and its relation to the peripheral circulation, in 
the International Archives of Physiology. He was a party member, but nevertheless 
hopes to emigrate to the US. However, all things are possible, and he certainly makes a 
good impression. Told him that we could do nothing for him at the moment, until he 
arrived at a definite destination.

Friday, 1 February 1957: Vienna.  
Agricultural Highschool: Rector Kopetz. There are no problems here, and the program 
seems to be going well. The school has few Austrians students in relation to its facilities, 
and can take care of a considerable number of refugees. Data on number enrolled etc. 
are not included here, since this information was covered in the rector’s letter, sent to 
NY. As in several other schools, a special faculty nominee has been chosen to look after 
the total Hungarian student problem, since this will be a continuing function and the 
rectorship changes every year or two, depending on the school. Here the faculty adviser 
is Prof. Hoffman.  

Forumshilfe: T. von Daroczy-Merhal, for a prolonged discussion of refugee 
problems. Most of this, including Mr. Gruber’s (founder and president of MEPHES 
[MEFESZ] in Budapest) estimate of the potential size of the refugee student group, has 
been included in letters to GRP. D-M was in a state of complete and total euphoria as a 
result of the visit of Paul Weiss,155 who had seen him repeatedly during his brief stay 
here, as a result of my suggestion to PW that he should see D-M as one of the few 
people who really had a grasp of the refugee situation. He assured me that all of his 

152  Catherwood Foundation, a CIA egyik fedőalapítványa.
153  Charles G. Derecskey (1926–2001), újságíró, később az Egyesült Államokba távozott.
154  Issekutz Béla, ifj. (1912–1999), gyógyszerész, kutatóorvos, 1957-ben az Egyesült Államokba emigrált, 

majd 1967-től a kanadai Halifaxben működött.
155  Paul Alfred Weiss (1898–1989), osztrák biológus, a Rockefeller Egyetem egyik első professzora.
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dreams were about to come to pass, in that the U.S. government on PW’s recommendation 
was going to establish in Vienna a hotel which would accommodate and otherwise 
provide for all the intellectuals of every kind who had crossed the border. This, he said 
with great enthusiasm, was the realization of every plan which he himself had for 
dealing this problem in a truly satisfactory way. I feel that my face must have expressed 
all too clearly the skepticism which I felt, because D-M’s own visage dropped about a 
mile, and he said “What’s the matter, don’t you believe it?” I remarked that the whole 
project seemed far too good to be true, and that I would not like to see too many hopes 
erected upon so insubstantial an edifice. But surely, said D-M, this man must have been 
serious – why, he came here with a diplomatic passport and a letter of introduction 
from President Eisenhower. 

There came to mind, although I did not quote them, the immortal and oft-repeated 
words of Soma Weiss156 when he was teaching medicine at the Brigham, “Such a thing 
have I seen again and again in Vienna – only with more pain.” Being reasonably certain 
that the RF was pre-destined to provide the funds for this super-project, I contented 
myself with observing that when confronted with this degree of perfection in human 
affairs, I always felt sure that there was something wrong somewhere. 

U.S. Consulate: Vice-Consul Howard Crotinger157 and Mr. Strubb, representative 
of the Naturalization and Immigration Service, for information on the visa situation, 
which was described in letters to GRP.

M. Ducret,158 General Secretary of WUS Geneva, and Mr. Taylor, for review of the 
OH crisis. MD has just arrived from Geneva, and I repeated to him my conviction that 
there was no hope of getting OH to listen to reason and that the problem was insoluble. 

Saturday, 2 February, 1957: Vienna. 
Academy of Fine Arts: Rector Holzmeister,159 an architect. There are no problems here 
either. They are very pleased with the spirit and the talents of their Hungarian students, 
are glad to have them, and seem to be taking good care of them. The rector observed 
that his school did not have the problem of selection faced by some other Hochschulen 
in view of the language barrier – he and his colleagues did not need spoken languages, 
but were able to see for themselves, by demonstration, what applicants for stipend could 
do and what their capabilities and backgrounds were. Great gratitude was expressed for 
the RF assistance which had made it possible for the academy to accept these students. 

Dr. Andrew Abraham, virologist from Szeged, who had previously been called to 
our attention by André Lwoff,160 who knows his chief and Abraham’s own work. See 

156  Soma Weiss (1898–1942), besztercei születésű amerikai kutatóorvos.
157  Howard B. Crotinger (1916–2007), amerikai diplomata.
158  Bernard Ducret, a Genfi Egyetem későbbi, nemzetközi kapcsolatokért felelős titkára.
159  Clemens Holzmeister (1886–1983), osztrák építész.
160  André Michel Lwoff (1902–1994), későbbi Nobel-díjas francia mikrobiológus, egykori Rockefel-

ler-ösztöndíjas.
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various letters to F. S. Cheever161 at Pittsburgh, who has offered him a job, and also to 
GRP-RPB. 

Dr. Elizabeth Oblath,162 assistant professor of internal medicine, University of 
Budapest. A fortyish female whose letter recounting her history was sent to GRP. She 
was a party member, and her political history may coincide with her academic elevation 
to the assistant professorship in, I believe, 1945. Her husband, also a party member, was 
a prominent writer, who, as she says, led the writer’s movement in behalf of the revolution. 
Later, D-M told me that both had been refused visas for the US. They now hope to 
emigrate to Canada, where she expects to work with Selye, who must be just about 
swamped by now. She would like a fellowship, but I told her that there was nothing we 
could do at the present time. She says that Elena Banga the distinguished biochemist 
from Budapest and wife of p.f. Joseph Baló, professor of pathology at Budapest, is in 
Vienna, having been permitted to leave Hungary on a passport to attend a meeting of 
the Austrian Biochemical Society; her husband and ten-year-old child are still in 
Budapest. Baló also wants to leave, according to Delafresnaye,163 who knows them both 
personally and has been writing concerning them to Popjak,164 a Hungarian pre-
revolution emigre who is now working in pathology in London. It seems extremely 
doubtful whether Baló also will be permitted to leave with a passport, as he wishes to do. 

Sunday, 3 February 1957: Vienna. 
Dr. John Doczy, a very pleasant oral surgeon with medical degree, fiftyish, speaks 
excellent English and seems able, with his wife, who has relatives in Vienna with whom 
they are living. He expects to go to the U.S., and was given GRP’s address. His curriculum 
vitae was sent to GRP also. Not political.

Mr. Georg Ligeti,165 another very agreeable refugee with good English, referred by 
Daroczy-Merhal. Was a professor at the Budapest Academy of Music in composition 
and musical theory. His wife was a member of a revolutionary committee and he 
himself signed the revolutionary proclamation issued by an artist’s and writer’s group; 
hence, there was nothing for it but to leave. He is registered for the US, and expects to 
be able to go there. In the meantime, he has been invited by the West German Radio 
Broadcasting Corp[oration] to spend four months at their laboratory in Köln for the 
purpose of studying electronic music, in which he is extremely interested. He intends to 
accept this invitation, and to go on to the US either from there, or after returning to 

161  Francis Sargent Cheever (1909–1997), mikrobiológus, a Pittsburgh-i Egyetem professzora.
162  Obláth Erzsébet a Gerő család háziorvosaként is működött. Forrásunkban említett férje, Enczi Endre 

(1902–1974) költő, író, újságíró, az Irodalmi Újság főszerkesztője volt.
163  Jean Francisque Delafresnaye (1919–2000), genfi kutatóorvos.
164  Popják György/George Popjak (1914–1998), szegedi orvos, rákkutató. 1939-ben egy ösztöndíj segítsé-

gével Angliába emigrált, majd 1968-tól Los Angelesben élt.
165  Ligeti György (1923–2006), zeneszerző, feleségével, Spitz Veronikával 1957-ben Bécsben telepedett le. 

1973-tól Hamburgban élt.
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Austria, which he can do since he has a temporary police permit-passport issued by the 
Austrian government. Gave him GRP’s address. 

Similarly, Mr. Tamas Meszarus, a Budapest artist, was referred by D-M. A  very 
straightforward citizen. TM was invited in 1950 to study at the academy of fine arts in 
Moscow. He refused categorically, and thereby fell from grace. He came here in mid-
December, and has been supporting himself by doing sketches of the revolution for 
Viennese newspapers. Has an aunt and cousins in Irvington, N.J., and, the former 
having supplied him with an affidavit of support, he expects to get eventually to the US. 
Was given GRP’s address. 

Dr. Maria Halmos, a very personable young lady who graduated from the medical 
school at Budapest in 1953, and since then has worked in the university medical clinic 
and in a post-graduate teaching hospital. She came to Vienna on 8 December with her 
husband, a mechanical engineer engaged in material testing. With what can only be 
described as rare acumen or rare good fortune, she took a temporary job in Vienna 
working as a combination baby-sitter and physician in a nursery established for 
Hungarian infants and children, presumably to permit their parents to attend to the 
serious business of getting out of this country and on their way. Here, and this is where 
the good fortune came in, she fell in with Mrs. Llewellyn Thompson, wife of the US 
ambassador, and one of the organizers of the nursery. Presumably her personal 
endowments were as impressive to the ambassador’s wife as they were to me, since she 
was straightway and on her intervention awarded a visa for the US, in contravention of 
all the regulations of which I have been told – no relatives, no job offer, no prospects, 
no nothing. I told her that she had already done far better for herself than we would 
have been able to do for her, and that I  foresaw for her a distinguished career in 
American medicine. 

To Schwechat airport in a thick fog to meet EFD, only an hour late from NY, and 
sat up half the night with him discussing developments. 

Monday 4 February, 1957: Vienna  
From here on EFD’s notes cover the situation very thoroughly, and I, with the advantage 
of hindsight, will confine myself to interviews in which he did not participate for one 
reason or another. 

First was Shep Stone for a mutual interchange on refugees and what we respectively 
would do or not do. Found SS in this, as in all our meetings, enormously stimulating, 
helpful, and cooperative – as well as entertaining. SS is in the final phases of organization 
of the Ford program and has negotiated agreements with various European countries to 
accept additional refugee students for whom the FF will guarantee stipends for two 
years. The details of costs in the individual countries are not yet worked out, but SS is 
authorized to commit up to a million dollars, which he believes will take care of 5–600 
students. He will probably also recommend small grants to Caritas (Mgr. Ungar) for its 
aid to refugee students, and to the refugee student organization at Köln, although he is 
dubious about help to the proposed Asiatic tour. He shares my dim view of the proposal 
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of von Ripper of the Knights of Malta for a House of Hungarian Culture in Vienna; he 
himself had seen vR in Paris last week, and our copy of this proposal was forwarded to 
me from the office. There followed a long discussion of the OH troubles, which involve 
the Ford program to a considerable extent, since the Coordinating Committee had the 
responsibility for arranging the collection of students and their shipment to the 
receiving countries. During the week, he became involved in endless meetings with the 
two groups, even as I had, and eventually came to the conclusion that he would have 
nothing more to do with OH; he considers them totally unreliable and quite incapable 
of handling the students’ arrangements as they wish to do. He accordingly urged 
WUS–COSEC to remain on the scene.

Mr. E. C. Grigg,166 an American staff member of ECOSOC167 now on loan to the 
office of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees to “coordinate” matters dealing 
with Hungarian refugees, in the manner of international agencies. Wanted information 
on what we were doing, which I gave him. 

II  Chemical Institute: Prof. Wessely and Doz. Tuppy. The former spoke with 
appreciation of the friendly letter which he had just received from GRP. Their comments 
on the Hungarian chemist Bodansky168 were given in a letter to GRP. 

Mathematical Institute: Prof. Szegő was seen concerning the Hungarian 
mathematician (see letter to GRP).

Tuesday–Wednesday 5–6 February 1957: Vienna
Events covered by EFD. 

Thursday 7 February, 1957: Vienna 
Mr. Alexander Auer, vice-president of the Austrian College, for discussion of the 
Knights of Malta House of Hungarian Culture problem, which the College is backing. 
Told him that I doubted very much whether we would be able to do anything, but that 
I wanted first to consult EFD and Stone more fully. Mr. von Ripper, who was apparently 
responsible for the idea described in his memorandum, turns out to live in Majorca, 
where he spends most of his time. A copy of the memo was sent to N.Y. 

Technische Hochschule Wien. Rector Pongratz169 is seriously ill with epidemic 
hepatitis, and his place is taken by the pro-rector, Prof. Kurt Peters.170 Here the student 
program seems to be going well. The stipend paid is 1,250 schillings; at this level, there 
is enough money for about 160 students. At present there are 115 enrolled. Fifteen 
graduates are working in the Hochschule’s laboratories, and KP says that in general they 
are very good. The school has elected to call them graduate students, since they are all 

166  E. C. Grigg, amerikai szociológus, az ENSZ munkatársa.
167  United Nations Economic and Social Council, az ENSZ gazdasági és társadalmi kérdéseket koordináló 

szervezete.
168  Bodánszky Miklós (1915–2007), vegyész, később a clevelandi Western Research Egyetem professzora.
169  Franz Pongratz (1896–1973), osztrák építőmérnök.
170  Kurt Peters (1897–1978), osztrák vegyész.
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at what would be considered this level by Austrian standards. Their payment is thus 
considered a stipend rather than a salary, the latter word being the one used in our letter 
of notification. Payment of a salary would involve the necessity for a work permit, 
which takes a long while to arrange, and would make the payment subject to tax. 
Accordingly, the school is paying the graduates 1,250 schillings from the student’s 
allocation, and supplementing this from the graduate allocation to bring the total 
payment up to what an Austrian assistant of comparable grade would receive, less the 
amount which the Austrian would have to pay in tax, so that the Hungarians are not 
better off financially than the Austrians. 

This all seems eminently sensible, and I saw no reason why this procedure would not 
be completely acceptable. It has the added advantage of allowing the school to take care 
of more graduates than would be possible with the allocation already made; provision 
was made for about 10, and the school is very glad to have these extra hands. KP wanted 
to know if laboratory expenses for chemicals etc. used by the graduates in their work 
could be charged against the administrative portion of the grant. This possibility had 
been foreseen by us, and was specifically mentioned in the letter written by EFD and 
JM to the rectors in order to describe the program. 

The school has organized a German course which all students are required to attend. 
The students are otherwise looked after by the OH, which has set up a special Hungarian 
bureau because of the large number of refugee students in the school. Like all other 
students enrolled in Austrian Hochschulen, the refugees are required to belong to OH 
and to pay the small fee necessary. This has the advantage of giving them full rights to 
sickness insurance, a noteworthy point. Peters is somewhat concerned because Rector 
Pongratz had agreed to allow OH to make the actual stipend payments; he does not 
feel that this is proper, and sought my opinion. While presumably the rector of the 
school is free to make whatever arrangements he finds desirable and convenient, with 
due regard to the necessity for satisfying our accounting procedures, I  said that it 
seemed to me that since the THW was ultimately responsible to the RF for the 
administration and accounting of the funds, I  thought that direct payment by the 
THW financial office to the students themselves would be a much more readily 
manageable procedure. This opinion was later reinforced by a letter. The local student 
director of OH, Max Gelmini, seems like a good man and is a holdover from the days 
when OH was cooperative. Presumably the desire of OH to assume responsibility for 
stipend payments is part of their new power play. KP was, incidentally, very glad to have 
this opinion, and seemed to intend not only to act on it at once but to take the question 
up with Pongratz when he returns. 

Dr. Gertrud von Gogolak-Stirling,171 Hungarian tuberculosis specialist; her 
husband,172 a historian specializing in the Austro–Hungarian monarchy, and Dr. John 
Werkner, an internist from a Budapest hospital. All three came to Vienna together on 

171  Gogolák Gertrúd (1926–1989), orvos, Bécsben telepedett le.
172  Gogolák Lajos (1910–1987), történész, szlavista.
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10 January. Mr. Gogolak-Stirling came from a family of large land-owners, and 
consequently has not had a job for years, although he has continued his studies 
independently. His wife hopes to go to Sweden for a time, and eventually wishes to join 
Albert Schweitzer173 in the Congo. Told them to let us know what their opportunities 
would be in Sweden when they arrived there, and that in the meantime the only help 
which I  could suggest derived from our program for graduates in the University of 
Vienna. G-S later obtained one of these positions in the Historical Institute under 
Prof. Hantsch.

Friday, 8 February, 1957: Vienna. 
Covered by EFD.

Friday, 15 February: Paris to Vienna. 
An airport strike announced for the afternoon deprived one of a badly needed day in 
the office, when I had to change the usual late afternoon plane for a morning one, which 
I made with about 15 minutes notice. The change did give me the opportunity of an 
hour’s talk with Iovenko, whom I  ran across at the Zurich airport waiting for a 
connecting flight. He was on his way back to Geneva from Vienna, where 
WUS– COSEC is now established in its new and independent office and once again 
able to function. OH was considerably chagrined by this development, having expected 
that the foreign group would leave. Iovenko considers however that the reputations of 
both WUS and COSEC are at stake, and that they cannot quit simply because of all the 
nonsensical charges which have been made and publicized. He held a press conference 
to state the WUS position, and reports that his colleagues were disappointed that he 
did not take a much stronger line. He felt this to be undesirable, and contented himself 
with a sober and reasoned defense without resorting to name-calling. WUS–COSEC 
derive their principal reason for continuing the operation from their belief that OH is 
quite incapable of managing the re-emigration of Hungarian students. They have 
believed this all along, on the basis of their observation of their Austrian colleagues. 
The point now seems proved. The batch of 100 students who left for Canada this week 
was not complete – OH could not find or assemble all of them, and ten who had visas 
missed the shipment and, thus, their chance of getting to Canada, since there is no 
transportation available to add to the next shipment of 100. The Canadian ambassador 
protested strongly to the Austrian government over this failure. Iovenko believes that 
the repeated protests which have resulted from the OH action are at last taking effect, 
in that the Austrian cabinet is now taking direct action to crack down on OH. On arrival 
at the Bristol in Vienna, ran across Ritchie, Taylor and Edwards, who were discussing 
their problems with Mr. Lehmann, Counselor of the U.S. Embassy, who has been 
assigned by the ambassador to get things running again.

173  Albert Schweitzer (1875–1965), Nobel-békedíjas orvos.
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Rövidítések és irodalomjegyzék

AMA American Medical Association
AMSV American Medical Society of Vienna
BC British Council
CG Chad Gilpatrick (Rockefeller Alapítvány)
COSEC Coordinating Secretariat, National Union of Students
CSIUS Coordinating Secretariat of the International Union of 

Students
DC Dean A. Clark (Rockefeller Alapítvány)
DR Dean Rusk (Rockefeller Alapítvány)
ECOSOC United Nations Economic and Social Council
EFD Edward F. D’Arms (Rockefeller Alapítvány)
FMR Flora M. Rhind (Rockefeller Alapítvány)
GRP Gerald R. Pomerat (Rockefeller Alapítvány)
ICAI International Committee for Aid to Intellectuals
ICRC International Committee of the Red Cross
IIE Institute for International Education
JGH John H. Greenfieldt (Rockefeller Alapítvány)
JM John Maier (Rockefeller Alapítvány)
KT Kenneth W. Thompson (Rockefeller Alapítvány)
LFK Lindsey F. Kimball (Rockefeller Alapítvány)
NAS National Student Association
NY New York
NSB Norman S. Buchanan (Rockefeller Alapítvány)
OH Österreichische Hochschülerschaft
RAC Rockefeller Archive Center
RF Rockefeller Foundation
RI Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research
RSM Robert S. Morison (Rockefeller Alapítvány)
USIS United States Information Service
WUS  World University Service

*

Dr. John Maier: Vienna Reports, Rockefeller Archive Center, Rockefeller Founda-
tion Records, Record Group 1.2, Series 750, FA#387, Boksz 3, Folder 23

*
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